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Abstract
This paper is an Action Research Project which examines the teaching practices and growth of a
student teacher in fulfillment of the Western Oregon University Master of Arts in Teaching:
Initial Licensure Program requirements. The teacher candidate taught two years with as an
elementary music teacher with a Restricted License. However, for the duration of this study, the
teacher candidate was assigned to teach Kindergarten, but they also continued to teach music in
order to fulfill requirements of the licensure program. This was in an online/hybrid classroom
environment due to Covid-19 restrictions issues by the governor of Oregon and the Oregon
Department of Education. This experience led the student to examine both how their teaching
practices how changed from previous years and how they were implemented best practices in an
online/hybrid classroom. This paper includes a survey of the teacher candidate’s philosophy of
teaching, as well as a literature review, a description of research methods, and the research
findings and implications. In order to gather data on for the three focus research questions used
to examine the student teacher’s practices, data was gathered from video recording of live
lessons, lesson plans from the year in question and the previous year, and summative
observations made by university supervisors and cooperating teachers during the teacher
candidate’s practicum. The three research questions posed are 1) am I implementing the best
practices for Culturally Responsive teaching, especially in an online setting, 2) how do I
maximize student engagement, especially in an online setting, and 3)what are effective music
content pedagogical practices do I employ, especially in an online setting? Despite the unique
circumstances, there were plenty of opportunities to gather data in response to these questions.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Our Education System
I have major, major, major issues with our educational system. One issue is funding:
Public school funding in the United States comes from federal, state, and local sources, but
because nearly half of those funds come from local property taxes, the system generates large
funding differences between wealthy and impoverished communities. Such differences exist
among states, among school districts within each state, and even among schools within specific
districts (Biddle & Berliner, 2002, p. 48).
Another issue that I have with our system is curriculum. Most curriculum at use in our
schools today comes from a very white and western-centered point of view. That means that
there are many voices that are NOT reflected in the curriculum. Students are being forced to
learn from a curriculum that silences their experience (Paris, 2012; Wright, 2019). The training
that teachers receive also is very white/western-centered. That means that teachers may not be
equipped to teach in a way that is relevant to their students. They may be speaking the “code” of
the dominant culture without even realizing it. Students who come from the dominant culture
will therefore have a leg up on their peers, and student who come from other cultures may be
misunderstood. As Wright (2019) noted:
English-speaking students from the dominant group generally find that the culture of the
school closely matches that of their homes, and thus they have an advantage as they enter
school. ELLs, however, may experience a cultural and linguistic mismatch between the
culture and language of their home and the school’s culture and language. They are
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disadvantages when schools do not recognize, value, and incorporate these differences (p.
20).
Related to this issue is the demographics of teachers in relation to the demographics of
their students. Because becoming a teacher (especially in Oregon) is so difficult and requires
jumping through many hoops, many teachers in our state come from the dominant culture and/or
a place of privilege. The result is that students of different backgrounds and/or marginalized
groups will not see themselves represented in the teaching staff. This is problematic because
studies show that students are more likely to succeed if they can see themselves represented in
their teachers. Often, teachers and students don’t share similar backgrounds, especially in highpoverty school districts with large minority student populations. This means that minority
students rarely have teachers who look like them or share their life experience. However,
increased representation, or having more teachers of the same race and with similar backgrounds
as their students, has proven to improve academic performance (Gershenson et al., 2017).
Another issue with our system is that of assessment. We know that standardized
assessments again favor students that come from a dominant culture. The assessments are
imbedded with coding that some students will have more access to than others (Wright, 2019).
Furthermore, we tend to see students coming from other backgrounds as deficient- we focus on
what they don’t know, rather than embracing the specific cultural capital that they bring to the
table (Paris, 2012). In short, our current education system is a “one size fits all” solution that
actually doesn’t fit that vast majority of our students. I am in my third year teaching at an
Elementary school in the greater Portland Metro area. Our student population is only 40%
Caucasian. Over 30% of our students are Emergent Bilingual students. In one particular staff
meeting, when went over our standardized test scores. Then, our principal asked us to look at
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which students were struggling and talk about why. Many teachers mentioned that the
assessments are not equitable because of the language and references used. This is not just in
Reading. In Math, students have to use language to read questions and answers, and the
problems themselves often refer to objects that have no meaning to students. For example,
consider this word problem: (i.e. “How many fish does Susan have if she has two less fish than
Bob and Bob has five fish?”) Students may be confused because this is a noun that does not
follow typical singular/plural rules. They also need to know the vocabulary of less (vs. more)
and understand syntax so that they understand the relationship between the two people in the
problem because if they reverse the relationship, they will arrive at the wrong answer, even if
they know that five minus two is three. Consider a phonics question in which students are shown
an object and asked to fill in missing letters. If the students don’t know what the object is
(because is it dominant culture-specific), they will have no way to answer this question. They
will get the question incorrect, even if they understand the concept of phonemes blending
together to create a word and they know the correct phoneme for each letter. In such a case, the
assessment has failed to accurately assess the student’s mastery of a standard. This is an
example of construct irrelevance, “that is, any test given to ELLs in English becomes, in effect, a
language test, with results that may not accurately reflect the students’ competencies in the
construct intended to be measured” (Wright, 2019, p. 134).
Philosophies of Education
The philosophy of education that I resonate with the most is the idea of schemes .I see
learning as depending upon what students already know. When they receive information or
experience something new, they try to make it fit in with what they already know, either by
assimilation or accommodation. Assimilation means that they make the new concept fit into a
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concept with which they are already familiar, sometimes leading to an inaccurate conclusion.
Accommodation means that a learner expands their schema to make room for the new concept
(Ormrod, 2016). It is vital to take this from theory into practice. That means as a teacher that I
need to be aware of my students’ background information- their existing schema. I need to make
sure that the new concept I’m introducing has a place to go. This might mean expanding their
knowledge before the new concept is introduced. I also want to help connect a new concept to
what students already know, so that they can assimilate a concept into a category that already
exists in their schema. For example, if I’m introducing a certain type of rhythm, I can find
examples from pop culture or my students’ personal culture so they can relate the new concept
(rhythm) to something they already know.
Another philosophy that resonate with me is that of motivation, growth mindset, and
empowerment. I can try to condition or bribe students to do assignments or tasks, but them what
I’m really teaching them is the importance of doing what I ask or completing a task. Instead,
my vision is to teach them metacognitive skills that empower them to be in charge of their own
education (Ormrod, 2016). I want them to see themselves as musicians, composers, performers,
and music critics.
Social Justice/Equity
Sigh. It saddens me that this is even a question. For years, (while I was still teaching
private lessons), the objective on my resume read, “To work towards social justice through
education and the arts.” Now, after working as a Special Education assistant for two years, an
elementary music teacher for two years, and now a Kindergarten teacher, I am even more
passionate about social justice. Now, I would say, my focus is more specifically on equity. This
comes in many forms and is intersectional. How can we as educators make sure that all of our
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students have equal access to the support they need to succeed? How can we provide extra
support to marginalized communities? This includes students from diverse socioeconomic
backgrounds, diverse cultural backgrounds, emergent bilingual students, students with varying
abilities, and students with non-normative gender identities and sexual orientations. It is my job
to be the advocate for my students, create a safe space for them to be themselves, and to teach
equity to all my students. This means making room for other voices in my classroom. It means
collaborating with my colleagues whose experience is different from mine own. It means
valuing the knowledge, perspectives, and experiences that my students bring to the classroom
and viewing this a resource, not a challenge. It means connecting my students with resources
and working towards change when those resources don’t exist. I am very fortunate to work in a
school and district that have decided to make Equity their primary focus this year and in coming
years.
Ethics/Law
By deciding to become a teacher, I acknowledge that I am by default agreeing to be
ethical and abide by the laws that govern our school system. I understand that I am a mandatory
reporter of suspected abuse. I understand that I am required to administer certain state or
national standardized assessments, and I am required to teach to national standards. I am
committed to conducting myself with the upmost integrity when dealing with students and my
professional colleagues. That being said, when I come across a law that I believe to be unjust, I
will not remain silent, especially when I believe that my students are suffering the injustice that
comes from the implementation of said law. In particular, I will advocate for more equitable
assessments. New issues have developed this year with Comprehensive Distanced Learning,
Online learning, and now Hybrid Learning. State guidelines have been issues required students
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to attend school, but without the proper support to make this equitable. For example, each
district set daily schedules for students to have synchronous (live) instruction time. Even within
my own district, this has been implemented in vastly different ways. Many teachers have been
asking parents/guardians to do activities and assignments with students during asynchronous
times. This is far from equitable, as some many of my students have parents working or are at
daycare during this time. Also, students have different access to technology. My school has
done its best to provide chromebooks to every student and WiFi hotspots to those who need it,
but the WiFi hotspots are not as reliable as some families home internet providers. In addition,
some families are able to provide a quiet workspace (office with a desk), while other students are
working from couches or beds surrounding by siblings and other distractions. We have tried to
provide all students with supplies, but some students have parents/guardians that help gather and
take care of those supplies, and some do not. These are factors that I cannot control when
teaching online instead of in person. Furthermore, I will encourage my students to do their own
research and make their own voices heard.
Educational Decision-Makers
In an ideal world, parents, school board members, and teachers would all be one the same
time making decisions that would best benefit students. The experience of the Pandemic has
shown that shown that these groups have often been at odds with each other. There was a rapid
shift to online school in March of 2020 without any real preparation. Parents complained that
their students were not taught adequately, while teachers felt like they were thrown into the deepend without a vest. Then, even though more preparations were made for Comprehensive
Distanced Learning for the 2020-2021 school year, teachers (at least in my district) had little say
as to what that would look like. For example, in my district, all elementary music and P.E.
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teachers were reassigned to general education classes. I was told three weeks before the school
year started that I would be teaching Kinder instead of Music, (with an Emergency License),
even though I have no training in elementary reading or math instruction. The district has said
that they are taking suggestions from families and teachers, but in the end, our voices seem
unheard. This is happening again with our transition to hybrid. In reality, we know that that is
not often the case. I like to believe that parents are the one entity that truly do have their
students’ best interest in mind, so it is my goal to get to know parents and develop relationships
so they know that we are on the same team. As for school boards and legislators, unfortunately,
I believe that they are very influenced by money and budgets. For example, we never have
enough support staff for our students with special needs. We have to petition for a special case,
but then a temporary assistant position is created, and the staff member loses their job at the end
of the year. The district also tries to create assistant positions that are just an hour or less shy of
full-time, so they don’t have to pay for medical benefits. Even when the Student Success Act
was passed, the money was earmarked for very specific (and needed programs) and cannot be
use to hire more teachers. The student-to-teacher ratio continues to increase. Because of this, I
believe in the importance of unions to advocate for teachers and students.
Classroom Environment
My goal is to create a classroom environment in which students feel seen and respected,
and feel safe enough to try new things and make mistakes. I do not demand respect, but I hope
to earn respect and trust by getting to know my students as individuals and respecting their
personalities, strengths, and needs. I also want all students to not only welcome by valued as a
part of the classroom community, regardless of ability, language, ethnicity, socio-economic
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background, gender, etc. In fact, I want them to feel that their unique-ness is celebrated and that
they have something special to contribute to the community.
Mission Statement
My mission is to create an equitable learning environment in which students feel
empowered to take charge of their own learning and grow academically, socially, and
emotionally. An equitable learning experience means a few things. First, it means that I get to
know students individually so that I can provide differentiation based upon their skill level,
learning style, etc., so that every student receives what they need to succeed academically.
Second, it means that I practice Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy: I take into consideration
students’ cultural and language capital and not only help them feel accepted into my classroom,
but create a community infused with these resources that students bring with them.
For student empowerment, I want to students to feel like partners in their education. This
means that instead of a lecture style, I want to provide ample time for student talk, not just in
response to my questions, but in peer-to-peer learning activities. Additionally, I want to provide
rubrics and feedback so that students understand their progress and what they need to do to grow.
Alongside of teaching content, I also want to help students develop tools for self-regulation and
build an inclusive community based upon respect for each other’s differences.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at best practices for teaching online during Comprehensive Distance Learning. I
searched for research on Culturally Responsive teaching online because different groups of
students are being disproportionately affected by Comprehensive Distance Learning. I also
searched for studies on music pedagogy because this is a challenge during distance learning.
Additionally, because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on engagement, I
looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are effective for moving the loci of
talking to the students and to see if there was any research on engagement in online teaching.
This literature review addresses a few considerations that need to be taken into account
while teaching music and other subjects online to a culturally diverse group of students.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on
Distance Learning was included if it contained the following descriptors: culturally responsive
teaching, music, engagement and/or best practices. This search yielded 16,000 relevant articles.
In order to narrow my findings and make them more specific to this research project, I then
focused my review efforts on articles that discussed best practices for Distance Learning. From
there, I looked for articles that supported themes that emerged from the major articles in my
literature review. These are: 1) Culturally Responsive Teaching (especially online), 2)
Engagement and providing opportunities for student talk (especially online), and 3) best
practices for elementary music pedagogy (especially online). For these sections, I initially
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searched the EBSCO database for articles that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with a
conducting a search for books in the data base of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon
University. I also used the same criteria to look through the Required Readings from previous
courses to find more articles and books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major themes: 1) culturally responsive teaching, 2)
best teaching practice in distance learning, and 3) elementary music pedagogy. I read each article
to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a process of
reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings in the
literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of best practices to specific understanding of how
these themes are present in research about Comprehensive Distance Learning. The subthemes
for the Culturally Responsive Teaching are: 1) General guidelines for culturally responsive
teaching 2) Culturally Responsive Teaching in Distance Learning and 3) Critical examinations of
Culturally Responsive Teaching. My subthemes for best practices in distance learning are: 1)
Student Engagement in an online platform, 2) Teacher/student talk time in general, and 3)
Equitable practices in Distance Learning. My subthemes in music pedagogy are: 1) General best
practices for elementary music, 2) Innovative ways to teach music in an online setting 3)
Culturally Responsive Critique of music Repertoire.
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
In education, we often look at test scores to measure success, and then come up with
reasons students may fall short, such as being “at risk,” coming from a lower-income neighbor,
or not being English. However, all of these reflect a deficit perspective, failing to acknowledge
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the resources and experiences that these students bring to our classrooms. Moreover, they fail to
recognize that many students today come from a non-dominant, whereas most educators and
curriculum are entrenched in the dominant (White, Middle/Upper Class) culture. Because of
this, students coming from the dominant culture come to the classroom with “insider” knowledge
that our others students have not yet accessed. Therefore, it is imperative that teachers engage in
Culturally Responsive Teaching Practices.
Research Studies
For this study of Culturally Responsive Teaching practices, I first research general
guidelines. In addition, because most teaching is currently happening online, I examine
Culturally Responsive teaching in Distance Learning. Finally, I look at the latest critiques of
Culturally Responsive Teaching that say we need to push things even further.
A Review of Research on CRP general guidelines
A main component of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy is acknowledging the mismatch
between traditional (Western, White) curriculum and teaching styles with the cultural
background of non-white students. There are often unspoken norms of language, behavior, and
perspective that assume a particular cultural reference. Students from various cultural
backgrounds may have different ways of communicating and learning styles. A good practice is
to make space for and value these difference by allowing a variety of means of communication
and connecting content to students’ everyday lives. This relates to the idea of cultural capital.
As Howard (2018) said, “it is vital for early childhood educators to develop a firm grasp of how
students’ cultural capital influences the ways students think, speak, process, and make meaning
of school situations and circumstances” (p. 26).
Educators need to take the time to get to know each students and the cultural capital that he/she
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unique brings to the class room. The educator should honor and seek to understand this capital,
not just expect students to adapt to the teacher’s/school’s/institution’s way of doing things. The
educator has the responding of creating bridges between the students’ way of learning and the
teacher’s way of instructing (Howard, 2018).
An example of Culturally Responsive Teaching is the ability to create and teach anti-bias
curriculum that directly responds to the members of the school community (children, families,
and teachers), historical events, and current events. This means getting to know individuals and
designing learning activities that invite anti-bias discussion. It also means having the flexibility
to respond in the moment when an issue comes up in the classroom and turning it into a
teachable moment (Kuh et al., 2016).
Although I titled this section, “A Review of Research on CRP general guidelines,” CRP
is not simply a set of content area standards that one can simply check-off a to-do list. Warren
(2018) argued that CRP is rather a set of dispositions that educators develop over time that aid
them in responding to their students in the moment. The idea is that one cannot simply
memorize a bunch of facts and then know how to interact with students of various cultural
backgrounds. Warren suggested that empathy can be a tool educators use to develop these
dispositions. Teachers get to know students on an individual basis and discover how each
student learns through trial and error. Teachers can use empathy to imagine how students might
be experiencing the classroom environment and to sympathize with what students are feeling.
Teachers can plan strategic activities that help everyone gain insight into others’ perspectives.
Over time, teachers will hopefully be ready to respond to situations in the moment in a culturally
responsive way so that students feel safe in the classroom and are more likely to reach academic
goals (Warren, 2018).
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A Review of Research on CRP in Distance Learning
An important part of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy is building strong relationships
with each student. This can be especially challenging in Online/Distanced learning. Breiseth
(2020) gave some suggestions for tackling this in the article 8 Strategies for building
relationships with ELLs in any environment: Learn how to pronounce names correctly. Get to
know students and their interests-funds of knowledge. Give students space to share about their
culture, traditions, stories, etc. Let students share their language. Use smaller groups when
possible. Let students help plan the learning. Give space for social/emotional learning.
Just as in the traditional classroom, in the online classroom to be culturally sensitive
means to be aware of differences among students’ perceptions. It is crucial to be flexible in
one’s teaching activities and to include a wide range of types of learning activities (Gómez-Rey
et al., 2016).
Using a new technology to teach does not necessarily mean that educators are being
innovative. If teachers have a traditional and/or Western philosophy of teaching that is lecture
style and teacher centered, they will most likely bring that same philosophy to the digital
classroom. For example, in a Google Meets, they will dominate the time with teacher talk, and
have expect all the students to remain mutely with little chance for interaction. Teachers need to
have a more student-centered approach and then bring that philosophy to the digital classroom:
This study, however, suggests that such results are unlikely without the teacher and
students having some degree of critical awareness of the sociocultural influences on the
classroom. Rather, it seems probable that online technologies will frequently be
implemented in a restrictive, teacher-centered fashion, and that ethnic and language
minority students may be the least likely to use computer networking in ways that
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enhance critical thinking and collaborative problem solving. (Warschauer, 1998, p. 85).
In order for educators to implement Culturally Responsive Pedagogy in a digital
classroom, they need to borrow from practices that worked well in the physical classroom. This
can be done by creating a student-centered experience that gives students agency. Examples of
this are project-based assessments and student choice. Educators also need to take them time to
build relationships with students to better understand their backgrounds. Teachers can help
students engage critically even in the digital classroom by setting up cognitive practices as part
of the daily routine. In an addition, teachers can support Emergent Bilingual students by
explicitly teaching academic vocabulary (Major, 2020).
A Review of Research on Modern Critiques of CRT
An important idea is the concept of power in education. Delpit (1988) explained that
teachers have power over their students, as do curriculum and other educational resources.
Moreover, there is a “Culture of Power,” in this case liberal, white, middle-income culture.
Students who come from this culture bring a different cultural capital than students who do not.
Those with the most power (white teachers, in this instance), are the least likely to recognize the
power differential, whereas those with the least power (i.e. students of color and/or from lowincome households) are the most aware of it. In online learning, this power differential is
exposed in new ways, as teachers are coming into students’ homes virtually, and
parents/guardians are often in the background, observing how teachers interact with students of
varying backgrounds.
Many current researchers on Culturally Responsive Teaching believe that it does not go
far enough, and that we need to continually seek to better our practice in order to teach equitably.
One framework for outlining the qualities needed have describe them as:
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(a) understanding how learners construct knowledge, (b) learning about students’ lives, (c)
being socioculturally conscious, (d) holding affirming views about diversity, (e) using
appropriate instructional strategies, and (f) advocating for all students (Hollie, 2019, p.
35).
Another example of a new perspective on CRT is provided by Hammond. She analyzed how
some common activities considered to by culturally responsive, such as call and response,
stimulate the brain. Her work attempts to connect the ideas of CRT with other research based
teaching frameworks, such as brain-based teaching and social emotional learning (as cited in
Hollie, 2019).
Yet another take on Culturally Responsive teaching seeks to look at the complex idea of
culture, namely that of youth culture. Edmin posits that youth culture is often the most
dominant culture in a classroom (as cited in Hollie, 2019, p. 37). Therefore, in order for
educators (especially white teachers in urban settings), to be culturally responsive, they need to
get in touch with the youth culture of their students (Hollie, 2019). The idea is that youth culture
is the set of behaviors students display relative to their maturity level and age, and can often
override other cultural influences such as ethnic identity or economic status (Hollie, 2019).
Still other pedagogical voices have claimed that it is not enough to be culturally
responsive; we need a “Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy,” (emphasis mine). The idea is that we
must move beyond simply accepting students’ language and culture to actually incorporating
these into our classrooms in a valuable and significant way. Paris and Alim developed a list of
such practices: “a) critical centering on dynamic community languages, valued practices, and
knowledges; (b) student and community agency and community; (c) historicized content and
instruction; (d) a capacity to contend with internalized oppression; and (e) an ability to
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curricularize these four features in learning settings,” (as cited by Hollie, 2019, p. 37). There is
a great emphasis here on agency and community.
Finally, another critique to Culturally Responsive Teaching seeks to address the issue of
language specifically and explicitly. This refers to linguistic behavior, (i.e. verbal overlapping).
Differences in linguistic behavior can turn students’ assets into liabilities. The goal should be
(similar to the other perspectives) to both validate students linguistic capital and build bridges
between cultural behaviors and school/traditional behaviors. Moreover, we can explicitly teach
students situational appropriateness. This first values students’ cultural behavior and then show
them how to navigate more “academic” settings, and recognize the linguistic behaviors expected
in various contexts. An important part of this process is differentiating for the unique linguistic
cultures of each student, which is based on his/her gender culture, youth culture, religion culture,
etc. (Hollie, 2019).
Best Practices for Distance Learning
In online learning, a concern is that students will become passive in the learning process.
The fear is that if students are learning on a computer, they will associate staring at the screen
with watching a television show. A temptation then, is to try to entertain students. However,
this trap can also happen in the traditional class room. When educators spend most of their time
at the front of the room lecturing, they make think they have to use gimmicks and technology to
keep students engaged and compete with the media that students are consuming. It is suggested
that in both the traditional classroom and an online learning situation, the key is to create and
interactive community, one where teachers encourage a culture of inquiry and discovery, and
where students are able to learn from and with each other. While this make look different online
than in the traditional classroom, the concept behind this teaching practice is the same
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(Greenwald & Rosner, 2003).
Research Studies
For this study of best practices for Distanced Learning, I first researched articles on
Distanced Learning. Even though the phenomenon of Comprehensive Distanced Learning for
Elementary students is extremely recent, there have been studies on distance learning going back
for a decade. These articles were analyzed for their relevance to the current situation. I sorted
the articles in to three subthemes, student engagement online, best practices for student/teacher
talk time online, and Equitable Practices in Distance Learning.
A Review of Student Engagement Online
Some families and educators were skeptical of moving education completely online due
to the pandemic. This is especially true for our youngest learners, such as preschoolers and
Kindergartners. Although there has not yet been a lot of research on Kindergartners learning
online in a digital classroom, there are suggestions for how to think about introducing technology
to young children. Students need to understand that they have agency in both hardware and
software. That is to say, when they move the mouse physically it moves the arrow on the screen.
They need to understand how to navigate applications on their own and feel empowered to do so.
Interactive programs and activities should be selected over simple drilling activities. Educators
should help students understand how what they’re doing on the screen corresponds to the real
world. Whenever possible, teachers should use real-life activities to complement and
supplement virtual activities (Healey, 2004).
Educators need to use careful discretion when choosing which technologies to implement
in the classroom (physical or digital). This year especially, I learn about a new technology every
week through professional development seminars or teacher-specific targeted ads and emails.
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Quesenberry & Clark-Bischke (2016) have suggested a three-step process: “planning and
technology selection, introduction to technology, and evaluation.” When selecting technology,
teachers should consider what academic standards they want to address and how the technology
will help students access the content. Additionally, educators should contemplate how
technology will contribute to social-emotional learning and develop social skills. When
introducing new technology, teachers should employ a gradual-release strategy just like they
would with any new type of activity. Finally, teachers need to evaluate technology and activity
after the fact to really determine if it was helpful in increasing student engagement and reaching
learning targets. Then, teachers can decide on what modifications are needed to best utilize
various technologies, (Quesenberry & Clark-Bischke, 2016). “Technology can still be used for
building kindergarten skills such as turn-taking, sharing, communicating, and working on a task
together, and following directions,” (Quesenberry & Clark-Bischke, 2016, p. 80).
There can be many benefits to a hybrid or blending classroom. One potential benefit is
the opportunity for students to work at their own pace and at their own level, particularly with
software programs that are designed to be interactive and responsive to a students’ growth.
However, it cannot be assumed that teachers who excel in the physical classroom can simply be
transplanted to a digital one (which is what happened during this past year). “Critical to
ensuring quality instruction is ensuring the availability of high-quality teachers skilled in online
pedagogy,” (Fisk, 2011, p. 18). Teachers online have to be able to use all kinds of technology,
trouble shoot tech, think about the perspectives of students learning online, and incorporate
multimedia into learning activities. Clear expectations and pacing are needed, especially when
students are expected to do things on their own. Teachers need to figure out how to facilitate
online discussions. Teachers need to be able to respond in real time, used individualized
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assessments, and use project-based activities. Teachers have to be prepared and trained to do this
(Fisk, 2011).
There can be unique benefits to an Online Classroom setting. In particular, the digital
classroom can utilize interactive technology to help students explore concepts that are more
abstract or impractical for the physical classroom (i.e. 3-D math and science models). Lindgren
& McDaniel (2012) presented the following possible positive outcomes of online learning:
Another learning affordance of online technologies is their capacity to deliver
personalized interactive experiences. Two constructs in particular that characterize these
experiences are narrative and agency. Narrative is the causal sequence of events that
defines the experience—the expression of what happened in story form. Agency is the
power of the individual to choose what happens next. Together, these two constructs
create an experience that is both self-determined and purposeful. The capacity of digital
technologies to produce dynamic content and create detailed records of user pathways
through this content makes them uniquely suited to support these two elements (see
Murray, 1997; Manovich, 2001). (p. 344)
Educators can be creative in leveraging technology to make learning even more
individualized and interactive than in a physical classroom, rather than simply try to copy the
physical classroom experience in a digital setting. In this way, teachers can excite students elicit
student engagement (Lindgren & McDaniel, 2012).
Similar to a physical classroom, students are more engaged online when they have more
agency. This means providing activities for students and giving them immediate feedback. It
also means giving them opportunities to self-assess and reflect on their own learning and
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progress. This will help students feel empowered to be responsible for their own success (Steif
& Dollár, 2009).
As other researchers have mentioned (Patrick, 2011), some teachers will try to stick to a
traditional (lecture) style without differentiation even when moving to an online platform:
With online learning, it is clear that this is a huge opportunity to increase access to
educational opportunities, though simply laying technology on top of old, linear,
monolithic instructional models is not enough; the standard format of the traditional
classroom must be completely re-engineered around student-centered learning. (p. 44).
Instead, educators can use technology as an opportunity to provide students a learning
experience that is tailored to each one’s individual needs and schedule. There is a lot of
possibilities for flexibility. Teachers can give students multiple modes of demonstrating their
learning and provide immediate feedback. Additionally, there is the potential for educators to
provide students with additional, personalized supports. However, teachers need to keep in mind
that they might have to advocate for their students to all have equitable access to the internet and
technology (Patrick, 2011).
A Review of Best Practices in Student/Teacher Talk Time
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges in teaching in a digital setting is student
engagement. Educators need to find ways to bring students into the process and take agency for
their own learning. Additionally, teachers have to intentionally set-up a digital classroom
environment in which students are motivated to share in meaningful group discussions.
Otherwise, teachers will easily fall back into a more traditional approach of delivering
knowledge rather than guiding individual learning (Fisk, 2011).
Another way to keep students engaged online is utilize interactive technology. Such
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programs can give students agency and provide an opportunity for an individualized learning
experience. It is also important to assign students authentic tasks, that is, activities that relate to
their real lives, not just abstract academic concepts. Educators should also implement peer-topeer learning activities, scaffold tasks, and aim for the Zone of Proximal Development, just like
they should in a physical classroom. This will help ensure a student-centered classroom
environment, rather than a more traditional lecture style (Romero & Glass, 2015).
A Review of Equitable Practices in Distanced Learning
A digital classroom raises its unique challenges to create an equitable experience for
students. For example, in Google Classrooms and Google Meets, a student’s name automatically
defaults to their legal name in the school’s registration system. For students who identify with a
another name, such as a trans students or a student who takes a different last name than what is
on record, this can have a significant negative impact on their learning experience. The name
shows up over the student’s image in the virtual meeting, and is automatically attached to
homework assignment files. Another issue can be access to devices and internet. During this
challenging time, any of these issues could lead to student dis-engagement. Marshall (2020)
explains that some marginalized students are at extra risk in an online setting:
This is exactly where we need to fight: for who is not showing up in our Google
Classrooms. Too many students are already missing. Students without computers, or
consistent internet access, or those babysitting siblings all day while parents are at work.
Those battling depression alone in their houses. Those without houses. We grieve all of
them and need to fight for them all. When we finally cheer a student’s arrival in our
virtual classroom, we want them to feel welcome and whole. We are all adjusting and
learning, tweaking our curriculum to better meet student needs for online learning, and
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this is an adjustment we need from Google Classroom and from school district student
information systems. (para. 12)
There other concerns of equity when the classroom is moved to an online setting.
Students may lose access to the free/reduced meals they received at the physical school building.
Lower-income families may not have access to the internet, technology devices, or a calm
learning environment. Emergent Bilingual students and other students who receive special
services my lose access to support (National Science Teachers Association, 2010).
Best Practices in Elementary Music Pedagogy
There are several popular teaching practices for elementary music. Among these are
Kodaly and Fierbrand. Elementary music teachers try to balance addressing national music
standards with creating a “specials” time that is often not as “fun” as PE. In addition, elementary
music programs across the country have been cut. Music teachers often feel as though students
are dropped off to their class with no greater expectation from the general classroom teacher
other than a babysitter for the students during a planning period. Many teachers see themselves
as defenders of the Arts, fighting against all odds to convince school districts and teachers alike
that Music as a content is important. However, what we must ask is if Music as a content is
relevant to our students, both in their academic journey and their development as humans. If we
find that the answer is no, we must reexamine how and why we teach music, particularly as a
required class for all Elementary Students.
Research Studies
My research on best practices in elementary music pedagogy began with a general search
on music pedagogy, which was refined to restrict the articles to those relevant to Elementary
music (vs. secondary choir, band, orchestra, etc). I then further narrowed down the search by
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focusing innovate ways to teach music online and culturally responsive critiques to the tradition
Music Education Cannon.
A Review of General Best Practices for Elementary Music
Just like in any other subject, a good music lesson builds on students’ funds of
knowledge, so they can relate what they are learning to their daily lives. In order to do this,
music teachers need to stay in touch with what interests students. They need to recognize that
there are many ways of communicating music ideas besides traditional western notation, and
they can explore these ways with their students. Hopefully, students will leave a music program
being able to think about music with a critical lens and be able to articulate why they like or do
not like music. Teachers can help student understand that music has a context, not simply by
talking about the contexts of existing music, but by encouraging students to create music out of
their own specific contexts. Perhaps if more music teachers worked to make their music
programs relevant, we would not have to advocate as much to keep our programs in schools
(Abrahams, 2015).
Music teachers have an opportunity to embrace the multiple musical literacies that their
students bring to the classroom. This goes beyond tradition notation. Similarly, general
education teachers understand the importance of valuing the multiple literacies (i.e. oral
tradition, call and response, verbal overlap, etc). However, many music teachers do not have this
perspective because “Unlike their counterparts in general education,…, music educators more
often than not graduate from school music programs and college music education programs that
have essentially looked and functioned the same for generations,” (Benedict, 2012, p.156).
Music is more than a content area. It is part of practically every culture. Outside the
classroom, music is an embodied experience. Even if one is simply listening (rather than
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dancing, singing, or playing an instrument), music physically affects one’s body through
vibrations. Music lessons, therefore, should not be “cerebral” activities, but should have an
intentional interactive, physical aspect that develops the mind-body connections (Sarazzin &
Morelli, 2016).
A Review of Innovative Ways to Teach Music Online
Even though many subjects have been taught online for several years, music is not one of
them. Teaching music in an online setting has almost exclusively been a result of Distanced
Learning due to COVID-19. Therefore, I found very few relevant sources for research.
However, one suggestion is to consider what parts of instruction can be done asynchronously
(online) verses synchronously (online or in-person). For example, if a music teacher wants to
talk about proper technique, they can pre-record a mini-lecture which students can watch before
class. Additionally, teachers can curate a playlist of recommended music examples for students
to listen to outside of class time. Then, teachers can use class time for hand-on/individual
instruction. Although this article was written with a hybrid classroom in mind- a course in which
some participation was online and some was in-person), some of the strategies could be
implemented in a Comprehensive Distanced Learning setting as well (Pulham, 2019).
Decolonizing the Music Room, an online community dedicating to Culturally Sustaining
Pedagogy in the music classroom gave some specific advise related to teaching music online
during the COVID-19 pandemic and quarantine: Ask students what music they listen to in order
to get through this. Have students write songs about their experience (use an instrumental track
and prompts). Give space for students and yourself to share- make the lessons contextualized
with what we are living through, not disconnected and academic. Use social media platforms.
Let students communicate with each other online in an organic way (don’t just try to “mute all”).
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A Review of Culturally Responsive Critiques to the Music Education Canon
Even as the demographics of our country and student bodies change, the demographics of
music teachers has remained the same. Just as in other subject areas, most music teachers are
white, middle class women who only speak English and live in non-urban communities.
Therefore, a Western European sensibility continues to dominate the nation’s music education
system, including curriculum, teaching practices, and communication styles (Bond, 2017).
Traditionally, music education consisted mostly of Western “Classical” (as opposed to
popular) repertoire. This can and has resulted in many students feeling distanced an uninterested
in the school music program. However, if their cultural backgrounds are included in the music
classroom, students can feel valued instead of degraded. One way music teachers try to interest
students is by including pop music or multicultural music in festivals or concerts. However, this
still marginalizes many students’ background experiences with music to outside the accepted
music cannon. This results in students feeling as though their experience is less valued and that
the music classroom is irrelevant. Additionally, traditional western music notation (the staff,
treble and bass cleft, time signatures, etc.) is often the only notation taught, while ignoring the
countless ways music has been and continues to be transmitted in various countries over decades
and centuries, (Bond, 2017).
To truly be a Culturally Responsive music educator, teachers need to get to know each
student individually and familiarize themselves with their students’ cultural background. This
background is intersectional, and can include gender, race, class, orientation, age, etc. Students’
“culture of reference” can therefore be different than their “culture of origin,” meaning that they
may identify as something other or more than their cultural heritage. Therefore, educators need
to do more than simply include “world music,” but get to know students’ personal music
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preferences and favor group musical exploration rather than competitive and/or individual
performances. In other words, teachers should examine both the material that they teach and the
mode in which they teach it (Bond, 2017). Unfortunately, many celebrated music pedagogy
systems (such as Kodály) still favor and reinforce Western Classical norms such as American
folk music and notation literacy.
When trying to use music from a student’s cultural background, teachers need to take
extra care that they understand the context of that particular piece of music. It might reinforce a
stereotype or be an example of exoticism. Moreover, a student will not feel like a piece of music
is relevant to them simply because it is from their families’ country of origin. For example, if
someone from another culture assumed that I would connect to country music simply because I
live in the United States, I would be mortified and possibly offended.
Summary
From my literature review, one thing that seems consistent in all three research
areas is getting to know students on an individual level and giving them space to participate in
their own education. The more I know my students culturally and linguistic background, the
more I can synthesis this capital into the classroom community. The more time I give for student
talk, the more I will get to know them and they will own their learning experience, maximizing
engagement.

The better I understand their personal music preferences and learning styles, the

relevant and equitable I can make the music classroom. Doing all this online adds another layer
of challenge, and requires innovative thinking.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, lesson
plans, recording of lessons, and observations as a means of data collection. I will begin with a
review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s method of
inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection that helped to highlight
my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my context for the
study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the
data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used
for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and
adjustments made to my instruction as I implemented this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was best teaching practices for Comprehensive Distanced
Learning and Hybrid Classrooms. Specifically, I examined how to be culturally responsive,
engage students, and use best practices for music pedagogy in an online setting. This focus
aligned with the following INTASC Standards for teacher professional development: Standard
#1- Leaner Development, Standard #2- Learning Differences, Standard #3- Learning
Environments, Standard #4- Content Knowledge, Standard #5- Application of Content, Standard
#7- Planning for Instruction, and Standard #8- Instructional Strategies. Additionally, I
considered how examining my own practice through the lens of these standards could improve
my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My purpose of this study was to find the
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most-recently researched best practices for teaching in an online setting. The research questions
for this study were:
1. Am I implementing the best practices for Culturally Responsive teaching, especially
in an online setting? Through this research, I hope to gain insight into how to
translate culturally responsive practices to an online setting. I also hope to push
myself in my culturally responsive teaching practices by looking at recent criticism of
the theory, such as the idea of culturally sustaining teaching practices.
Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to test how I create a Culturally
Responsive learning environment, what types of opportunities I give students to share their
backgrounds and utilize their cultural capital, and how often I offer these opportunities.
2. How do I maximize student engagement, especially in an online setting? Through
this research, I hope to find suggestions for engagement activities that encourage
student talk time (verses) teacher talk time, both in person and in an online setting.
Data gathered from this question was used to validate various engagement activities I
use on a daily basis.
3. What are effective music content pedagogical practices do I employ, especially in an
online setting? Through this research, I hope to find innovative strategies to help
elementary students’ access music content, especially in an online setting.
Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to access efficacy of music pedagogical
practices.
INTASC Standards
The Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium has a set of teaching
standards to guide educators in effective teaching practices. These standards, “articulate what
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effective teaching and learning looks like in a transformed public education system – one that
empowers every learner to take ownership of their learning, that emphasizes the learning of
content and application of knowledge and skill to real world problems, that values the
differences each learner brings to the learning experience, and that leverages rapidly changing
learning environments by recognizing the possibilities they bring to maximize learning and
engage learners” (CCSSO 2011).
I hope to improve in the first three InTASC Core Standards by addressing Learner
Development, Learner Differences, and the Learning Environment in an Online/Hybrid
Classroom. Additionally, I hope to improve my delivery of music content in an Online/Hybrid
setting, which addressing standards #4 and #5: Content Knowledge and Application of Content.
Across all content areas, I hope to improve in regards to standards #7 and #8: Planning for
Instruction and Instructional Strategies
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
I seek to continually improve my teaching practices through research and analysis of my
current teaching practices. I want to critically examine my teaching to look for ways I can better
serve my students, including uncovering my own implicit biases. Action Research provides me
with this opportunity. In action research, “You pinpoint an area within your classroom or school
that needs extra attention, and you find a way to impact that area through a review of literature
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and an implementation of research strategies. Action research offers you the opportunity to
connect theory and practice” (Preisman, 2007, p. 102).
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provide answers pertinent
to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help you
answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related
to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following four
characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of students, 2)
comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against themselves
both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be examined were
identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and connected to the
research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different aspects of the topic
could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was studying my own
practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the “spiraling nature” of data
collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my
research questions, my attention tuned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my
questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to
my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on best teaching practices in Hybrid/Online
learning, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my practice and the
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interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect are
described next.
First Type of Data Collected
I will be collecting my lesson plans, from this school year and from previous school
years. I will be analyzing them for intentionally planned opportunities for students to share and
connect to their culture, for student engagement activities, and for music pedagogical strategies.
Since my previous lessons were not for online teaching, I hope to see how I have made
adjustments to do this in an online setting. I will be analyzing this data for all three research
questions.
Second Type of Data Collected
I will be recording my lessons, and then analyzing them for Culturally Responsive
teaching practices, student engagement practices, and musical pedagogical techniques. I hope to
see that I have implemented strategies found in my literary review and that I am increasing the
consistency with which the strategies are implemented. I will be analyzing this data for all three
research questions.
Third Type of Data Collected
I will be collecting summative assessments of my teaching from university supervisors
and collaborating teachers during my practicum. I had two practicums, one for the MAT Initial
License Program requirements, and one for the ESOL endorsement. I will be analyzing this data
for all three research questions.
Context of the Study
The location of my study is a medium-sized elementary school in a suburb of Portland.
The school contains grades K-6. Each grade has 2-3 classes, ranging from 20-40 students. The
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class sizes are very different this year due to COVID-19. The school sits on an urban-growth
boundary and therefore the student body is composed of students from a wide range of
neighborhoods, such as apartments, new housing developments, and farms. I teach my own class
of Kindergarteners. At the beginning of the research, I was teaching completely online, but in
the middle we switched to simultaneous online and in-person instruction.

Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher. I am the full-time Kindergarten teacher for one class.
The other Kindergarten teacher is listed on my emergency license (granted due to COVID).
Together, we follow the English Language Arts and Math curriculums designated by our district.
She decided pacing, but I have complete autonomy to design the activities and implementation of
the lessons. For the purposes of my practicum, my principal is my cooperating teacher (she does
my observations and evaluations but does not do any teaching in my classroom). For the past
two years, I was teaching K-6 Music for 14 classes with a Restricted License. In order to fulfill
the requirements of my practicum and music endorsement, I am teaching Music lessons to my
Kindergarten class in addition to ELA and Math. For the music lessons, I am following a district
pacing guide but designing my own curriculum, lesson plans, activities, etc. The events of the
last year are what have driven my research question: my students are very aware of the diversity
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of our school and the injustices in our society- so I want to improve my culturally responsive
teaching practices. In addition, switching from traditional (in-person) school do Comprehensive
Distanced Learning and then a Hybrid teaching model has made it even more challenging to
teach in a way that is engaging and equitable.

How I Studied My Teaching
I studied my teaching for seven weeks. I recorded my lessons, keeping in mind how I
would be analyzing the footage. In analyzing the footage, I asked the following questions:
1. What opportunities am I giving students to connect/share their cultural
background/cultural capital?
2. How often to I provide such opportunities?
3. What steps do I take to insure equitable access for students to learning?
4. What activities do I include for student engagement?
5. What is the ratio of student to teacher talk time?
6. What music pedagogical strategies do I use?
In an addition to recording lessons, I compared lesson plans from this term to lesson plans
from previous terms. For this purpose, I compared only music lessons, as that is what I have
from the past. In compared and analyzing these lesson plans, I looked for how I adapted musical
pedagogical strategies to teaching in an online environment. I also looked to see if I have
provided more opportunities for student engagement and for students to share/connect with their
cultural background.
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Finally, I reviewed the summative evaluations from my two practicums in the Spring term at
Western Oregon University. I used this to get some observations on my teaching from an
outside perspective.
Credibility
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for
in a variety of ways (Torrance, 2012). Both validity, the quality of being logically sound, and
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of
credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in. Eisner (1991) believes that credibility of
qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types of
data (p. 110). Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done
through triangulation of data (Lather, 1991). Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCesno, Blythe, and
Neville (2014) explain that one method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes
using multiple methods of data collection. This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural
corroboration (1991). Eisner (1991) also believes that getting input and opinions from others in
the same field serves as a means of consensual validation. This helps to further demonstrate
credibility.
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection. These different methods
served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et al. (2014). The methods
of data collection were through recordings of randomly selected lessons, lesson plans, and
observations made by a University Supervisor and a Cooperative Teacher during my practicum.
This allowed me to analyze the data through differing means to ensure that I was correctly
interpreting the data, as well resulting in “a broader understanding of the phenomenon” (Carter et
al., 2014, p. 546).
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CHAPTER 4
Data Analysis Procedures
In this Chapter, I will be analyzing my data through the lens on my three research
questions. The data I collected was in the form recordings of randomly selected lessons, music
lesson plans from this school year and last school year, and assessments of my teaching based on
observations from university supervisors and cooperating teachers. My three research questions
are:
1. Am I implementing the best practices for Culturally Responsive teaching, especially in an
online setting?
2. How do I maximize student engagement, especially in an online setting?
3. What are effective music content pedagogical practices do I employ, especially in an
online setting?
In analyzing the data, I asked a set of questions, which highlighted the following themes:
1. Opportunities for students to connect/share their cultural background/cultural capital
2. Frequency of such opportunities
3. Steps made to ensure equitable access for students to learning
4. Activities for student engagement
5. Different modes of communication
6. Connecting to student’s funds of knowledge
7. Peer learning activities
8. Music pedagogical strategies
Themes 1, 2, and 3 related to my first research question, themes 4, 5, 6, and 7 related to my
second research question, and theme 8 related to my third research question.
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I created a spreadsheet to organize this data. When analyzing the recordings of my
teachings, I took notes on any of my behavior or techniques that related to any of the nine
themes. When analyzing my lesson plans, I copy selections of my plans that showed evidence
that I was addressing any of the things. When analyzing the assessments of my teachings, I
looked at the standards assessed and recorded my scores for the standards that related to the nine
themes.
Analysis of First Research Question
My first research question was “Am I implementing the best practices for Culturally
Responsive teaching, especially in an online setting?” In order to study my teaching to and
examine how I implemented Culturally Responsive teaching practices, especially in an online
setting, I gathered three types of data: Recordings of randomly selected lessons, Lesson Plans
from the 2019-2021 and Lesson Plans from the 2020-2021 school year, and summative
assessments from my two practicums during the Spring Term at Western Oregon University. To
analyze the data, I considered three themes:
1. Opportunities for students to connect/share their cultural background/cultural capital
2. Frequency of such opportunities
3. Steps made to ensure equitable access for students to learning
I chose these themes because I thought they would best help me answer my first research
question: “Am I implementing the best practices for Culturally Responsive teaching, especially
in an online setting?” I randomly chose two lessons a week over the course of four weeks. I
then took notes in spreadsheet, organized by the type across the top and the themes across the
side (Figure 1):
Figure 1
Portion of Observations/Data Spreadsheet pertaining to first research question
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Note. The blue shading indicates that these particular questions relate to my first research question.

Below are the results from the data I gathered.
Theme 1: Opportunities for students to connect/share their cultural background/cultural capital

First, I will report the opportunities I gave students to connect or share their cultural
background or cultural capital, the first theme related to my first research question. In an English
Language Arts recorded lesson (Feb. 16, 2021), the story was about “paleta” and it mentioned
several foods, such as tortillas, that were familiar to many of my students. In a Math recorded
lesson (Feb. 17, 2021), the Google Slides activity contained cartoon images of spaceships
(Figure 2).
Figure 2
Math Google Slides Activity
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Note This slide is part of a lesson purchased from Teachers Pay Teachers.
This is an example of connecting to youth culture, mentioned above as an expansion of culturally
responsive Pedagogy. In another ELA recorded lesson (Feb. 23, 2021), the text was about
neighborhoods, so students had the opportunity to share about their own neighborhoods (Figures
3 and 4).
Figure 3
Essential Question and Learning Objective slide for English Language Arts Lesson

Figure 4
Digital student activity page for English Language Arts Lesson
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Note. These pages come the Kindergarten Reading and Writing Companion from the Wonders
curriculum published by McGraw-Hill.
In another Math recorded lesson (Feb. 25, 2021), I used a video to start the lesson. The
video used music and movement to practice concepts, another connection to youth culture. As
Kindergartens, my students watch shows (such as sesame street), which incorporate music.
Also, Kindergarteners are very active, so movement and play is a vital part of Kinder youth
culture. In a Music recorded lesson (March 1, 2021), the video I used at the beginning had a
wide variety of representation of different people groups and also utilized animation. The ELA
recorded lesson from March 3 was a Sesame Street video. Not only did this video have a variety
of cultures represented, but it is a significant part of youth culture for Kindergartners. In the
Music lesson recorded on March 8, I opened with the song “Mi Cuerpo,” which draws on the
language capital of many of my students who have a connection to Spanish. Also, the video I
used to introduce the concept of “steady beat” used cartoon characters. Additionally, when a
student was confused about the schedule, I used translanguing (talking both in English and
Spanish), to help him understand.
In analyzing the summative assessment of my ESOL (Appendix C) practicum, I found
two points that related to this question. The scoring for this assessment was as follows:
1- Does Not Meet Standard, 2- Does Not Meet Standard, 3-Developing Proficiency Toward
Standard, 4-Proficient to Standards 5- Exceeds Standard, 6- Distinguished.
In the five areas of “Lesson builds on students’ everyday experiences, cultural backgrounds, and
interests,” “Planning meaningful lessons, infusing concepts of multicultural and social justice,
when possible,” “Valuing home cultures through use of culturally relevant curricula and
pedagogy (in general),” “Consistently exhibiting respect, understanding, and sensitivity toward
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cultural heritages and community values,” and “Working to understand community needs and
cultural practices. (in general),” I received the score of 5 (Exceeds Standards).
For the CPAST Summative Evaluation (Appendix D), the scoring guide was 0- Does not
meet Expectations, 1-Emerging, 2- Meets Expectations, 3-Exceeds Expectations. I received a
score of 2 (Meets Expectations), because I was assessed as a teacher candidate who, “Plans a
variety of assessments that 1. Provide opportunities for learners to illustrate competence (whole
class) 2. Align with the appropriate P-12 state learning standards 3. Are culturally relevant and
draw from learners’ funds of knowledge. I received a score of 3 (Exceeds Expectations) because
my supervisors assess that my “Lessons make meaningful and culturally relevant connections to
1. Learners’ prior knowledge 2. Previous lessons 3. Future learning 4. Other disciplines and realworld experiences AND Differentiation of instruction supports learner development AND
Organizes instruction to ensure content is comprehensible, relevant, and challenging for
learners.” Additionally, I received a score of 2 (Exceeds Expectations), because I was assessed
as a teacher candidate who, “Uses a variety of materials and resources that 1. Align with all
objectives/targets 2. Make content relevant to learners.”
Finally, I compared Lesson plans from the 2019-2020 school year (Figures 5, 6, and 7) to
lesson plans from the 2020-2021 school year (Appendices A, B).
Figure 5 shows the first lesson in a loosely structured unit on the concept of steady beat and
classroom percussion instruments, introducing the concept of steady beat.
Figure 5
Kindergarten Steady Beat lesson plan from the 2019-2020 school year.
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Note. The handwriting reads, “K/1, 7, 1 New Song: Mi Cuerpo hace, steady beat/Move to Beat,
I can feel a steady beat I can move to the beat, (a checkmark), and Book______/Cheerio Time to
Go.” “Mi Cuerpo Hace” is a partial song title and “Cheerio Time to Go” is an echo activity used
to line up at the end of class.
Figure 6 shows a related lesson plan for the introduction of classroom percussion
instruments.
Figure 6
Kindergarten Introduction to percussion lesson plan from the 2019-2020 school year.
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Note. The handwriting reads, “10, 1, Ready for music/per. Vid, Walk Children, Intro to per,
Intro to perc, *Mi Cuerpo,, *El Zapatero w/per. Instruments, *El Tambor, *Go noodle chicken
dance/ My Owlet, Bubble Breath.” “Ready for Music,” “Walk Children,” “Mi Cuerpo,” “El
Zapatero,” “El Tambor,” and “My Owlet” all refer to music titles. “Chicken dance” and “Bubble
Breath” refer to videos found of the GoNoodle website.
Figure 7 shows a continuation of the unit, combing stead beat and classroom percussion
instruments. This was an informal assessment in which I observed students marching and
playing a simple percussion instrument to the beat. (Note that this information is not described
in the lesson plan, rather I just recall this lesson from a year ago).
Figure 7
Untitled lesson plan from the 2019-2020 school year.

Note. The handwriting reads, “4/3, K/1, Math/Rhythm Warm-up, Ants Go Marching, Story
Time/My Owlet.” “Ants go Marching” and “My Owlet” refer to song titles.
I compared to similar units (steady beat and percussion instruments from both years) to
see how I had grown in this area. As expected, my lesson plans from this year are much more
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details. In my plans from last year, I just have the title of two songs in Spanish, “Mi Cuerpo,”
and “El Tambor.” In contrast, my lesson plans for this year say, “We will start with the song ‘Mi
Cuerpo Hace Musica,’ which talks about how we use our body to make music in Spanish,” and
“Students will share what their families look like. (If there are enough students, I will have them
do this in pairs in breakout rooms.” “I will play an example of metal gongs from Cambodia and
ask students if like it or not and why.” “I will play two examples of wood instruments from
Mexico and ask students which song they like better.” “I will play two examples of drums
(Vietnamese and African), and ask students which song they like better and why.”
Theme 2: Frequency of Opportunities
In regards to the second theme of my first research question, “Frequency of
opportunities” I realized that in my recorded lessons, I had many opportunities for students to
connect, but very few opportunities for students to share. However, in my ESOL practicum
summative assessment (Appendix C), I received a score of 5 (Exceeds Expectations) in the area
of “Fostering opportunities to use native language with peers or adults. (in general).” I believe
this is because I encourage the use of translanguing and also ask students to share vocabulary in
their home languages.
Theme 3: Steps made to ensure equitable access for students to learning
My third theme in regards to Culturally Responsive Pedagogy was, “Steps made to ensure
equitable access for students to learning.” In my recorded lessons, I observed the following:
On February 16th, if students didn't have their workbook, I said they could use paper or
white board. Also, I use some translanguaging to make sure a student understood this. Students
sometimes have to miss or come late, so I take time to re-explain the directions and/or shorten
the assignment for them.
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On February 17, I used a lot of hand motions and pictures. (Figure 8). Also, I gave an
explanation of how 3d shapes are drawn (with extra lines to show that it has volume, sticks out,
takes up space, etc.). I use multiple ways to explain something.
Figure 8
2d Shapes Jamboard

Note. All images were found through a search within the Jamboard application, which only
show copyright-free results.
On February 23, I said, “even if you don't have your workbook, you can look at my
screen.” On February 25, I said, “if you don’t have white board and marker, you can use pencil
and paper, and if you don't have cubes, you can draw them, that's okay." (The school had pick-up
days and home deliveries for these items, but some students go between homes, daycares, etc.) I
showed the concept in as many ways as possible (digital manipulatives, modeling drawing on
whiteboard), said things in multiple ways (cubes on the top and bottom, saying the color of the
cubes to help support EB students). I modeled the Google Slides task for gradual release of
responsibility (Figure 9).
Figure 9
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Math Google Slides Activity

Note This slide is part of a lesson purchased from Teachers Pay Teachers.
On March 1st I used hand motions, visuals (Figures 10 and 11), and videos. I modeled
partner work with a student as an example, and I used vertical height and hand signals to show
pitches (high vs. low), Additionally I used translanguaging with and Emergent Bilingual student:
“yeah, but you can do it mas rapido.” Figure 10 shows the hand signals for all degrees (pitches)
of the major scale.
Figure 10
Google Slide with solfege hand signals for the complete major scale
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Note. This image was found through a Google Image search and was available as a free
downloadable PDF at
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5737dcd8b09f95c3fbe0e4f7/t/5fa1b21928a3f1063775ac48/
1604432409683/Solfege-hand-signs-.pdf.
Figure 11 shows the two pitches (“Sol” and “Mi”) which were the focus of the learning
target for the lesson. (Note: in selecting visuals for this concept, I intentionally chose nonCaucasian hands for more diverse representation).
Figure 11
Google Slide with the hand signals for the pitches “Sol” and “Mi.”

Note. The images in this slide were purchased as a resource package from Teachers Pay
Teachers.
On March 3rd, if students didn't have the workbook, I reassured them that it's okay
because I'm sharing it on my screen. I said, “if you don't have workbook, use paper and pencil or
whiteboard.” I showed them how to write the sentenced both on the digital version of the
workbook (Figure 12) and on the actual physical workbook which I then showed on camera.
Figure 12
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Digital student activity page for English Language Arts Lesson

Note. These pages come the Kindergarten Reading and Writing Companion from the Wonders
curriculum published by McGraw-Hill.
On March 8th, I translated Spanish words to English (since the song was in Spanish), used
visual slides for motions and to show meaning of lyrics (Figure 13), employed a word wall with
pictures for academic vocabulary (Figure 14), modeled the motions, modeled working with a
partner/group before sending them to breakout rooms, and used translanguaging with a student:
“un cancion y entonces almuerzo." Figure 13 shows the Spanish lyrics of the the song “Mi
Cuerpo,” along with visuals to help all students understand the body parts mentioned and the
accompanying motions.
Figure 13
Google Slide with lyrics and motions to “Mi Cuerpo”
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Note. This slide was made available as a resource on my district’s shared Google Drive. The
original source was cited as a “Notebook file” by Dee Tiller from www.deetiller.com, which is
no longer a working website.
Figure 14 is the digital word wall (Jamboard) I used to help students access Tier 2
(academic language common across disciplines) and Tier 3 (academic vocabulary specific to the
content area) vocabulary.
Figure 14
Cross-disciplinary and music-specific academic vocabulary Jamboard
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Note. All images were found through a search within the Jamboard application, which only
show copyright-free results.
In the ESOL practicum summative assessment (Appendix C) I received the score
of 5 (Exceeds Standards) in the following two areas, “Integrating language, content, and skills
that English language learners need to succeed in academic tasks,” and “Selecting and organizing
supplemental material to assist in making lessons clear and authentic.” In the two areas of
“Incorporating technologies to benefit ELs, when applicable,” and “Lowering the affective filter
of second language learners,” I received the score of 6 (Distinguished).
In the CPAST Summative Assessment (Appendix D), my supervisors assessed me as a
teacher candidate who, “Recognizes and articulates specific areas in need of advocacy, including
the 1. Needs of learners (e.g. academic, physical, social, emotional, and cultural needs; OR
adequate resources, equitable opportunities) OR 2. Needs of the teaching profession (e.g.
technology integration, research-based practices) AND Takes action(s) based upon identified
needs, while following district protocols,” and therefore gave me the score of 3 (Exceeds
Expectations).
When examining my lesson plans from last year (Figures. 5, 6, and 7 above), I found no
evidence of working towards equity. However, in my lesson plans from this year (Appendices A
and B), I found description of how I address the needs of all my students: “I have a word wall
(Jamboard) of our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“beat”) words.; This is a very hands-on
movement-based activity. I will use visuals and modeling to help support academic language,
and we will review the pre-requite knowledge at the beginning of class. I will support Emergent
Bilinguals and other students with the Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and
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translanguaging when appropriate. Students with differing physical abilities will have the
adjusted goal of working on the motor skill of clapping.”
Analysis of Second Research Question
My second research question was “How do I maximize student engagement, especially in an
online setting?” In order to study my teaching to and examine how I engaged students, especially

in an online setting, I gathered three types of data: Recordings of randomly selected lessons,
Lesson Plans from the 2019-2021 and Lesson Plans from the 2020-2021 school year, and
summative assessments from my two practicums during the Spring Term at Western Oregon
University. To analyze the data, I considered four themes:
1. Activities for student engagement
2. Different modes of communication
3. Connecting to student’s funds of knowledge
4. Peer learning activities
I chose these themes because I thought they would best help me answer my second research
question: “How do I maximize student engagement, especially in an online setting?” I randomly
chose two lessons a week over the course of five weeks. I then took notes in spreadsheet,
organized by the type across the top and the themes across the side (Figure 15):
Figure 15
Portion of Observations/Data Spreadsheet pertaining to second research question
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Note. The yellow shading indicates that these particular questions relate to my first research question.

Below are the results from the data I gathered:
Theme 1: Activities for Student Engagement
First, I will report the activities for student engagement, the first theme related to my
second research question. In an English Language Arts recorded lesson (Feb. 16, 2021), I used
hand motions- "touch your listening ears, catch a key detail and put it in your brain.” I asked to
students to show me thumbs-up to do an informal formative assessment. In order to keep
students engaged even though we were in a google meets (versus in person), I asked them to
“touch your nose,” “show the camera,” “show the screen what letter makes the "b" sound.” To
encourage participation, I said, “I can see your mouths move even though I can't hear you.” As
an informal formative assessment, I said, “if you're done, show the screen.". In a Math recorded
lesson (Feb. 17, 2021), I told students that they can type answers in the chat so that they all can
participate simultaneously. To lower the affective filter and encourage participation, I said,
make a guess, it doesn't have to be perfect.” I also gave emojis in chat as positive reinforcement
for participation. I use some call and response and repetition, even though students were muted:
"everybody say ‘trapezoid.’"
In another ELA recorded lesson (Feb. 23, 2021), I used our physical hand motion routine
for focusing: “show me eyes that are watching, ears that are listening, and a calm mouth." In
explaining our learning target (identifying and sharing key details while listening to a text), I
modelled the idea with my hands: "catch them and put them in your brain." As an informal
formative assessment, I said, "if you have an idea, touch your nose." To gather students back
and give them a chance to physically engage I said, “if you can hear me clap once, if you can
hear me clap twice."
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In another Math recorded lesson (Feb. 25, 2021),I again asked students to perform hand
motions, show items to the camera, and type in the chat or show the answer on their fingers. I
also had the students use manipulatives (cubes and whiteboard), which our district had provided
to every student via pick-up or home delivery. I utilized a physical check-in: “show me thumbs
up if you understand what we're doing". In a Music recorded lesson (March 1, 2021), I had
students practice solfege hand signals (Figure 10, above), echo the learning target (Figure 16). I
had students show me "sol" and "mi" (Figure 11, above) and then asked them make a pattern
with a partner. To check for engagement, I said, “If you're ready to work with your partner,
show me sol.”
Figure 16
Google Slide with Music lesson learning target

The ELA recorded lesson from March 3, the only engagement I observed was asking the
students to “show me.” In the Music lesson recorded on March 8 I had students perform motions
to the song and clap along. I again asked students to “show me eyes that are watching, ears that
are listening, and a quiet mouth.” The lesson was an introduction to the beat in music (Figure
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17), so I asked students to “put your hand on your heart to make the heartbeat,” “march to the
beat,” and “put the beat somewhere on your body.”
Figure 17
Google Slide with Music lesson objective and links to repertoire

In the ELA lesson on March 11, students had the opportunity to draw (Figure 18).
Figure 18
Digital student activity page for English Language Arts Lesson

Note. These pages come the Kindergarten Reading and Writing Companion from the Wonders
curriculum published by McGraw-Hill.
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In analyzing the summative assessment of my ESOL practicum (Appendix C), I found
standards that related to this theme. I received the score of 5 (Exceeds Standards) for “Designing
student centered activities and guided practice that lead to mastery via a variety of purposeful
grouping strategies,” (emphasis mine). I received a 6 (Distinguished) for “Providing visual and
participatory support,” (emphasis mine).
In the CPAST Summative Assessment (Appendix D), my supervisors assessed me as a
teacher candidate who “Actively involves learners to create and manage a safe and respectful
learning environment through the use of routines and transitions AND Establishes and promotes
constructive relationships to equitably engage learners AND Uses research-based strategies to
maintain learners’ attention (individual and whole group), and therefore gave me the score of 3
(Exceeds Expectations), (emphasis mine).
Finally, I compared Lesson plans from the 2019-2020 school year (Figures 5, 6, and 7,
above) to lesson plans from the 2020-2021 school year (Appendices A, B). For my lesson plan
on “Steady Beat” from 2019-2020, all I included for engagement was “Marching to Beat,”
whereas in my plans for the same lesson this year, I included the following activities for
engagement, “Students will perform motions as they listen to the song.; Students will watch the
video and demonstrate their “heartbeats.”; Students will march to the beat.” For my lesson plan
on “Percussion Instruments Unit” from 2019-2020, the engagement activity I included was
“playing instruments.” For that same unit this year, I planned the following: “We will do a
scavenger hunt in which students look for something metallic. They will share what item they
found and discuss whether it could be an instrument or not using sentence starters. We will do a
scavenger hunt in which students look for something wooden. They will share what item they
found and discuss whether it could be an instrument or not using sentence starters. I will ask
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students to find something in their home that could be used as a drum. We will do a scavenger
hunt in which students look for something that could be used as a shaker or scraper (can of nuts,
a baby toy, etc). They will share what item they found and discuss whether it could be an
instrument or not using sentence starters.” Note that because this lesson was virtual, students did
not have access to classroom instruments. The scavenger hunt activity was how I tried to recreate that engagement piece in an online setting. Additionally, I included a sharing activity for
further engagement.
Theme 2: Different Modes of Communication
Next, I will report the different modes of communication, the second theme related to my
second research question. In an English Language Arts recorded lesson (Feb. 16, 2021), I
provided the following options for communication: calling on individual students to share(just a
couple), writing (either copying from my digital version on the tab that I shared or from my
copy) (Figure 19) that I held up to the camera, using thumbs up/down, and using hand motions.
Figure 19
Digital student activity page for English Language Arts Lesson

Note. These pages come the Kindergarten Reading and Writing Companion from the Wonders
curriculum published by McGraw-Hill.
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In a Math recorded lesson (Feb. 17, 2021), students had the option to type the answer in
the chat or show it with their fingers. In another ELA recorded lesson (Feb. 23, 2021), I had
students show their work to the camera. In another Math recorded lesson (Feb. 25, 2021) I
provided the following options for communication: using fingers to show addition sums, writing
on a white board, typing in the chat, calling on individual students to share, and a Google Slides
activity with digital manipulatives (Figure 9, above).
In a Music recorded lesson (March 1, 2021) students could respond by singing and using
the solfege hand signs (Figures 10 and 11, above). The ELA recorded lesson from March 3, I
asked the students to show their work to the camera and to give me a thumbs up/down to express
understanding. In the Music lesson recorded on March 8, students could demonstrate
comprehension/mastery by clapping, doing hand motions, marching, and tapping on their body
to show the beat. Additionally, I asked them to touch their nose if they understood the
directions. In the ELA on March 11, students had the following options for communicating:
showing a thumbs up/down, showing work to the camera, drawing/writing (Figure 18, above),
raising their digital hand, and sharing what they drew orally.
In analyzing the summative assessment of my ESOL practicum (Appendix C), I received
a score of 5 (Exceeds Standard) for the following two standards: “Providing sufficient
opportunities for development of 4 language skills/modalities (listening, speaking, reading,
writing), with an emphasis on productive modalities (speaking, writing),” and “Applying a
variety of assessments.”
In the CPAST Summative Assessment (Appendix D), my supervisors assessed me as a
teacher candidate who “Discusses AND uses a variety of developmentally appropriate
technologies (digital tools and resources) that 1. Are relevant to learning objectives/ targets of
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the lesson 2. Engage learners in the demonstration of knowledge or skills 3. Extend learners’
understanding of concepts,” and therefore they gave me the score of 3 (Exceeds Expectations).
My supervisors gave me the score of 2 (Meets Expectations), for being a teacher who “Plans a
variety of assessments that 1. Provide opportunities for learners to illustrate competence (whole
class) 2. Align with the appropriate P-12 state learning standards 3. Are culturally relevant and
draw from learners’ funds of knowledge,” (emphasis mine).
Finally, I compared Lesson plans from the 2019-2020 school year (Figures 5, 6, and 7,
above) to lesson plans from the 2020-2021 school year (Appendices A, B). For my Unit on
“Steady Beat” from 2019-2020, I included no information of types of communication I planned
to use in the lessons. For the same Unit in the 2021-2020 school year, I included the following
modes of communications: “Students will turn on their mics and individually echo a rhythm
pattern by clapping and saying the corresponding syllables,” “Students will feel the beat
somewhere on their bodies, and demonstrate this to a partner in breakout rooms. Some students
will also share with the whole group,” “Students will ‘shout out’ the names of the rhythms and
then clap the rhythm pattern that I create together as a class. I can observe this even in Google
Meets,” “Students will volunteer to provide rhythms (orally),” “Students will create a 4-beat
pattern with a partner in breakout rooms,” “Students will say and clap the pattern they made a
partner and then the rest of the class will echo,” “Students will find an item you can build with
from their home and share it with a partner,” “Students will compose their rhythm pattern by
selecting rhythm elements dragging them on to the beat blanks,” and “Students will talk about
their compositions using the sentence frame with a partner, and clap their rhythm pattern for their
partner.”
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For my lesson plan on “Percussion Instruments Unit” from 2019-2020, the only mention
of communication I include was “playing instruments.” For that same unit this year, I planned
the following: “We will also use hand motions and sentence starters to share ideas,” “Students
will share what they found using the sentence frames: “I found________. “It could/couldn’t be
an instrument because____________,” “Students will show me thumbs up or thumbs down,” and
“Students will complete the Google Slides activity,” (Figure 20).
Figure 20
Music Google Slides Activity

Note. This is a Google Slides activity that I created myself. Some images were purchased as
part of a package of resources, and the rest were found through a search within the Jamboard
application, which only show copyright-free results.
Theme 3: Connecting to Students’ Funds of Knowledge
Next, I will report the examples of connecting to students’ funds of knowledge, the third
theme related to my second research question. In an English Language Arts recorded lesson
(Feb. 16, 2021), I play a video explains that a paleta is a popsicle- something all Kinders can
relate to. In a Math recorded lesson (Feb. 17, 2021), I played a video that was fun, gave example
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from the real world, and used music to relate to five- and six-year-olds. In another ELA
recorded lesson (Feb. 23, 2021), I gave students the opportunity to talk about how they could
make their own neighborhood better, and we also talked about construction in their
neighborhoods, which was the topic of the reading selection. In another Math recorded lesson
(Feb. 25, 2021), I started the lesson with a video which incorporated using music and movement,
something Kinders love. The video was from Jack Hartmann’s YouTube channel. It used
common, real-life objects to add and included animation, a genre popular with Kindergartners.
In a Music recorded lesson (March 1, 2021), I used a video with animation and music to review
the concept of pitch from previous lessons. Additionally, one activity was to make a pattern,
which connects to Kindergarten Math standards. The ELA recorded lesson from March 3 I
connected the idea of a food bank as an example of helping community to a previous class
discussion about giving food to people. I also reminding students of volunteering examples from
texts and from previous class. In the Music lesson recorded on March 8, we “found the beat,”
building upon concepts from previous lessons. Additionally, I made the connection between the
music beat and our heartbeats. Lastly, we marched to “The Ants Go Marching in,” a song most
kids had heard before, to feel the beat in our bodies. In the March 11 ELA lesson, the text was
about two gardens, one real and one imaginary, so I asked students about what they knew about
gardens and what would really be in a garden or not (chocolate rabbits, jelly bean
In analyzing the summative assessment of my ESOL practicum (Appendix C), I found
two standards that related to this theme: “Lesson builds on students’ everyday experiences,
cultural backgrounds, and interests,” and “Engaging students in building background to link new
concepts,” I received the score of 5 (Exceeds Standards) for both standards.
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In the CPAST Summative Assessment (Appendix D), my supervisors assessed me as a
teacher candidate whose “Lessons make meaningful and culturally relevant connections to 1.
Learners’ prior knowledge 2. Previous lessons 3. Future learning 4. Other disciplines and realworld experiences, whose “Differentiation of instruction supports learner development,” and
who “Organizes instruction to ensure content is comprehensible, relevant, and challenging for
learners.” This assessment earned me a score of 3 (Exceeds Expectations).
Finally, I compared Lesson plans from the 2019-2020 school year (Figures 5, 6, and 7,
above) to lesson plans from the 2020-2021 school year (Appendices A, B). In my “Steady Beat”
Unit lesson plans from 2019-2020, the only evidence I have of connecting to student’s funds of
knowledge is the title of the song, “The Ants Go Marching In.” In contrast, my lesson plans for
the same Unit this year included the following: “We did a week-long induction to music, giving
examples of where we hear music in our lives. I will use the song, “The Ants Go Marching In,”
which we have sung before. It has a strong beat, and lends itself towards feeling the beat in your
body.” In my “Steady Beat” Unit lesson plans from 2019-2020, the only evidence I have of
connecting to student’s funds of knowledge is the dance video using the song, “I Like to Move
It,” which on the soundtrack of the animated movie, “Madagascar.” In the lesson plans for the
same unit this year, I mention the following, “We will do a scavenger hunt in which students
look for something metallic. They will share what item they found and discuss whether it could
be an instrument or not using sentence starters.” This directly connects percussion instruments
to objects common to students’ daily lives.
Theme 4: Peer Learning Activities
Finally, I will report the peer learning activities, the fourth theme related to my second
research question. In the English Language Arts recorded lesson (Feb. 16, 2021), the Math
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recorded lesson (Feb. 17, 2021), the Math recorded lesson (Feb. 25, 2021), and the ELA
recorded lesson from March 3 and March 11. I had very little peer learning activities. The only
opportunity that students had to learn from their peers was when I called on students’
individually and they turned the mics on to share with the class. However, in the ELA recorded
lesson (Feb. 23, 2021), I utilized Google Meets breakout rooms to put students in to small
groups. Additionally, in a Music recorded lesson (March 1, 2021), I used breakout rooms to pair
up students so that they could improvise a rhythm pattern together, and in the Music lesson
recorded on March 8, I used the breakout rooms so that students could demonstrate finding the
beat on their body to other students in a small group.
In analyzing the summative assessment of my ESOL practicum (Appendix C) and the
CPAST summative assessment (Appendix D), I did not find any standards that related to this
theme. Finally, I compared Lesson plans from the 2019-2020 school year (Figures 5, 6, and 7,
above) to lesson plans from the 2020-2021 school year (Appendices A and B). I found no
evidence of peer learning activities in the lesson plans for either unit (“Steady Beat” or
“Percussion Instruments,” from last school year. Nor did I find evidence of such activities in my
lesson plans for the “Steady Beat” unit for this school. The only planned peer learning activity I
found was in the lesson plans for this year’s “Percussion Instruments” unit: “Students will feel
the beat somewhere on their bodies, and demonstrate this to a partner in breakout rooms. Some
students will also share with the whole group.”
Analysis of Third Research Question
My third research question was “What effective music content pedagogical practices do I
employ, especially in an online setting?” In order to study my teaching to analyze what music
pedagogy practices I use, especially in an online setting, I gathered three types of data:
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Recordings of randomly selected lessons, Lesson Plans from the 2019-2021 and Lesson Plans
from the 2020-2021 school year, and summative assessments from my two practicums during the
Spring Term at Western Oregon University. To analyze the data, I focused on one theme: Music
Pedagogical Strategies. I randomly chose two lessons a week over the course of five weeks.
Because these were three different content areas, English Language Arts, Math, and Music, only
some lessons are relevant to this question. I then took notes in spreadsheet, organized by the
type across the top and the themes across the side. Below are the results from the data I gathered.
I will report the musical pedagogical strategies I uses, the only theme related to my third
research question. In a Music recorded lesson (March 1, 2021), I used Solfege hand signals and
partner composition (improvisation). I asked students come up with the pattern, and then I help
them perform the pitches that they chose accurately. In this musical pedagogical strategy,
students are motivated because they made the pattern, (not just echoing). I also used vertical
height and hand signals to show pitches (high vs. low). This is an example of an embodied
approach to music pedagogy. In the Music lesson recorded on March 8, I incorporated movement
(choreography), and marching to the beat, more examples of an embodied approach.
In analyzing the summative assessment of my ESOL practicum (Appendix C) and the
CPAST summative assessment (Appendix D), I did not find any standards that related to this
theme. Finally, I compared Lesson plans from the 2019-2020 school year (Figures 5, 6, and 7,
above) to lesson plans from the 2020-2021 school year (Appendices A and B). In my lesson
plans for the “Steady Beat” unit from the 2019-2020 school year, the only reference I found to
musical pedagogy was the word, “movement.” In my lesson plans for the same unit this year, I
found the following: “Students will perform motions along to the song.” For the “Percussion
Instruments” unit last year, I found references to playing instruments and movement. This
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relates to my third research question “What are effective strategies in music pedagogy?” The
movement relates to the pedagogy concept of embodiment, while playing instruments relates to
more traditional elementary music pedagogy. In the lesson plans for the same unit for the 20202021 school year, I utilized listening and responding and critical thinking by asking questions
such as which household objects could be instruments or why students like one piece of music
more than another. This relates to more broad pedagogical strategies-building on funds of
knowledge and relating the content to the students’ everyday lives.
Conclusion
By using these three types of data collection (videos of lessons, lesson plans, and
summative evaluations of observations), I was able to look at my teaching practices through a
variety of lenses. There was sufficient data for both the first and second research questions, but
for the third question, “What effective music content pedagogical practices do I employ,
especially in an online setting,” I found it difficult to gather large amounts of data because of a
limited number of classes (one Kinder class versus fourteen Kindergarten through sixth grade
classes) and because I had to schedule this classes around my primary teaching responsibilities.
However, in analyzing all the data, I was able to find trends in my teaching practices, as
discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE
Overview
Throughout this process, I have discovered some of my strengths and weaknesses as a
teacher, especially related to my three research questions:
1. Am I implementing the best practices for Culturally Responsive teaching, especially in an
online setting?
2. How do I maximize student engagement, especially in an online setting?
3. What are effective music content pedagogical practices do I employ, especially in an
online setting?
In analyzing the data corresponding to my first research question “Am I implementing the
best practices for Culturally Responsive teaching, especially in an online classroom?” I complied
some key findings. First, I recognized that I made many efforts to be Culturally Responsive: I
offered a variety of communication styles, I used texts and songs from a variety cultures, and I
made an effort to use visuals that represented a variety of cultures. However, I have very few
opportunities for students to share about their cultural backgrounds. Any sharing that happened
was coincidental and came up during more general sharing times. Additionally, I did not
facilitate classroom conversations in which we discussed our different backgrounds, cultures,
communication styles, so that we could discuss as a community how to include everyone’s
various voices.
In analyzing the data corresponding to my second rearch question, “How do I maximize
student engagement, especially in an online setting?” I found two major trends or key findings.
First, I was very creative in finding ways to keep students engaged online- using hand motions,
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the chat feature, scavenger hunts, visual timers, classroom procedure chants, etc. However, I did
was unable to utilize the breakout room feature of Google Meets to facilitate small group
discussion and peer-to-peer learning. Although I tried to minimize my lecture time, most of the
engagement opportunities for students were in a whole group setting, rather than small groups or
partners.
In analyzing the data corresponding to my third research questions, “What are effective
music content pedagogical practices do I employ, especially in an online setting?” I was able to
identify a few trends. First, I was able to use movement and embodiment as a primary means to
teach music concepts. Additionally, students were able to participate in singing, even in an
online setting, because I could see their mouths moving and because I incorporated hand signals.
Also, I made an effort to be culturally responsive in that I avoided songs that enforce negative
stereo types and included music from my students’ specific cultural backgrounds. Furthermore,
since I was able to compare lesson plans from this year with lesson plans from last year, I could
notice a large growth, at least in the planning process. However, I was not able to include data
from summative evaluations, because none of the evaluation rubrics were specific to music
content or music pedagogy. Finally, there were also some limitations to my research, which I
will discuss below.
Areas of Strength
After analyzing the data, I have realized that I have a lot of strengths when it comes to
being Culturally Sustaining and engaging, especially in an online setting. I made great effort to
use music and activities that my students could relate too, and I was careful to provide students
with a variety of communication styles. In engaging students, I used creativity and technology in
my attempt to translate engaging pedagogical strategies to an online setting. Concerning my
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music pedagogical strategies, I gathered less data. However, much of my general teaching
strategies (being culturally sustaining and engaging) where used for music content as well as
Math and English Language Arts lessons. In order to be culturally sustaining in my music
pedagogical practices, I was careful to avoid some songs from the traditional Elementary Music
repertoire as we now recognize that they are offensive and reinforce stereotypes. Instead, I
attempt to use songs that were culturally relevant, either to students’ heritage or age. As far and
my engagement practices for teaching music in an online setting, I tried to use embodied
movement as much as possible.
Opportunities for Growth
Although I tried to choose activities which students could relate to, I believe that one area
of growth for my future teaching is to provide many more opportunities for students to share
about their own personal culture, so we could intentionally learn from each other and incorporate
all the resources that students bring with them into the classroom community. I want to create an
environment in which students feel safe to share about their families. I want to explicitly talk
about different communication styles and discuss which ones are appropriate for different
settings, stressing that all are valid. With my older students, I even want to empower them to
recognize how curriculum favors the dominant culture and embolden them to find their own
voice.
Another area that I clearly need grow is creating activities and opportunities for peer
learning. This was the aspect that I felt was most challenging in translating to an online
environment. In the past, I relied quite a bit on “Think-pair-share” activities, which were very
hard to do with Kindergartners online, even with breakout rooms. In the future (when I am back
in a physical classroom), I hope to expand my tools for peer learning, to include a wider range of
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activities in which students can learn from each other and take more ownership of their own
learning.
Comparison of Different Data Types
I found some very interesting trends when comparting my three different types of data.
The first piece of data I analyzed was the recordings of my lessons. As I took notes, I found
myself being disappointed in myself, because I thought I was not doing enough to be Culturally
Sustaining and Engaging. However, when I analyzed the summative evaluations from my
practicums, I realized that my supervisors were not judging me so harshly. In order to arrive at
the scores in the assessments (Appendices C and D), we had meetings, one with my ESOL
university supervisor, my ELD cooperating teaching, and myself, and another with my MAT
practicum university supervisor, my cooperating teacher (which was my principal since I had my
own classroom), and myself. In both meetings, we went over three sets of scores: the ones
assigned to me by the university professors, my cooperating teachers, and myself. Very
consistently, I scored myself lower than the other two parties. In defending their higher scores,
all my supervisors cited examples from my teaching that I had not thought to review as evidence.
Perhaps this is because this is my third year teaching, so a lot of the practices are already habits.
Another interesting difference I found in the type of data was between my lesson plans
from last school year and my lesson plans from this year. I tried to include a lesson target in my
plans last year, but clearly I have come a long way in planning activities that directly relate to
content standards. I recognize that my plans from this year were extremely detailed due to the
fact that I had to submit then for grading. However, I believe that through this practice I can take
away some new habits that I will include in my lesson-planning in the future. For every lesson, I
want to think about how I can make the content relatable, accessible, and equitable. I also want
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to build-in some sort of sharing activity, with sentence frames/starters for my emergent bilingual
students.
Lastly, I found a slight difference between my lesson plans and my recorded lesson, or
what I actually taught. Some of that showed one of my strengths, flexibility, or the empathy that
(author) mentions, as I was able to respond to my students in the moment to connect content to
what students shared in class. I also often used engagement strategies that I had not included in
my lesson plans, as I observed the need for them in the moment. Otherwise, I followed the
lesson plans fairly closely.
Limitations
Finally, I will address some limitations to my research. The most obvious one is that I
was teaching in an completely online setting for most of the year, and a hybrid classroom setting
for the last twelve weeks of the year. For the hybrid portion, I was teaching eleven students inperson and twelve students at home, simultaneously. Because of this, I had be creative in how
tried to apply best teaching practices in such a setting. Another limitation of this research is that
I was assigned to a Kindergarten classroom, even though the endorsement I am seeking is K-12
Music. I had the challenge of teaching English Language Arts and Math, two content areas in
which I had no education or experience in before this year. Also, I had to fit in Music lessons
whenever I could, sometimes as an optional Google Meets outside of the official school day.
This meant that I to balance prepping for ELA and Math (my job), and Music (my schooling). It
also meant that I had limited attendance in my Music classes.
Conclusion
This action research project has encouraged me and inspired me. It has encouraged me,
because I have been able to look at my teaching practices through three different lenses and see
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that there are some things that I do extremely well. It has also inspired me to really push myself
in decreasing the time I talk and increasing the time my students have to talk. I want this to be in
the form of students share about their cultures and identities, and students participating in peer
learning activities. In this way, I hope to see my role shift from instructor to facilitator.
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Appendices
Appendix A:

Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate:

Date of Lesson: 3/8/2021

Lesson Title/Description: “We got the beat”

Lesson # 1
5

of

Time for this Lesson: 30

Standards:
MU.1.CR1.K

Central Focus: Students will be able to
identify and produce the steady beat in
music.

Learning Targets:
I can identify the
beat and feel it in
my body.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
General idea of what music is
How I know the students have this:
We did a week-long induction to music, giving examples of where we hear music in our lives.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Identify, beat
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall (Jamboard) of
our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“beat”) words.
Also, we use Identify across content areas. For beat, we will watch a video that introduces the
concept, and do several physical activities to embody the concept.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
We will start with the song “Mi Cuerpo Hace Musica,” which talks about how we use our body to
make music in Spanish.
I will use the song, “The Ants Go Marching In,” which we have sung before. It has a strong beat,
and lends itself towards feeling the beat in your body.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
This is a very hands-on movement-based activity. There is no reading or writing involved. I will use
visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the pre-requite
knowledge at the beginning of class. I will support Emergent Bilinguals and other students with the
Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and translanguaging when appropriate.Students with
differing physical abilities will have the adjusted goal of working on the motor skill of clapping.

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Computers, Youtube, Google Meets, breakout rooms, Google Slides, Jamboard

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Videos:
Mi Cuerpo Hace Musica
The Beat is the Heart of Music
The Ants Go Marching
Put The Beat in Your Feet
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Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways
you’ll observe and check with students
to be sure they are engaged in the
learning.

Include evidence of student
engagement that you’ll include /
watch for to monitor student
learning

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will play the video, “Mi Cuerpo Hace
Musica.” I will go over some of the
vocabulary and motions before the
song. I will look to see that students are
performing the motions.

Students will perform motions as
they listen to the song.

7

Teaching:

Teaching:

I will introduce the learning target and
the concept of “beat,” using the
Jamboard and the video, “The Beat is
the Heart of the Music.” I will ask
students to put their hands on their
hearts and make a heartbeat with their
fists (“pum-pum-pum.”)

Students will watch the video and
demonstrate their “heartbeats.”
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5

10

Group:

Group:

I will model identifying and feeling the
beat by playing the song “the Ants Go
Marching.” I will watch to see that
students are marching to the beat.

Students will march to the beat.

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will model putting the beat
somewhere in my body (patting my
head, shoulders, etc.”) as I chant 1-2-34, 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4.

Students will feel the beat
somewhere on their bodies, and
demonstrate this to a partner in
breakout rooms. Some students
will also share with the whole
group.

Then, I will send students into breakout
rooms as partners to show their beats
to a partner. I will check in with the
groups to make sure students are on
task.
Then, I will return everyone to the main
room, and call on several students to
show the beat in their bodies (as many
as time allows).
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3

Closure:

Closure:

I will play the song “Put the Beat in Your
Feet” and ask the students to sing and
perform the motions. I will go over the
motions first. I will watch to see that
students are performing the motions
(embodying the beat).

Students will perform motions along
to the song.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
For this lesson I will be doing informal formative assessments by watching to see if students can
feel the beat in their bodies.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are motivated when they can connect learning to their daily lives (songs they already
know, cartoons, etc). They also can retain knowledge when they can access it in many forms
(seeing, hearing, physical activities (Ormrod, 2016).

Lesson Plan
3/10/2021

Teacher Candidate: Rachel Foote Allen Date of Lesson:

Lesson Title/Description: “I’ve Got Rhythm”
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Lesson # 2 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 30

Standards:
Kindergarten MU.1.CR1.K

Central Focus: Students will be
able to identify and clap long and
short rhythms. (Ta and ti-ti)

1. With guidance, explore and
experience music concepts (such as
beat and melodic contour).

Learning Targets:
I can identify and
clap the rhythms
ta and ti-ti.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Music, beat
How I know the students have this:
I will take an informal formative assessment in the previous lesson.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Tier 2: Identify
Tier 3: Rhythm, ta, ti-ti
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
I have a word wall (Jamboard) of our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“beat”) words.
Also, we use Identify across content areas. For beat, we will watch a video that introduces the
concept, and do several physical activities to embody the concept.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson.
I will use a video to introduce rhythms- it is fun and has a dog and other items familiar to
students. Another video uses animation and the foods “beet” and “cherry” to demonstrate the
idea of “ta” and ti-ti.
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How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.
This is a very hands-on movement-based activity. There is no reading or writing involved. I will use
visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the pre-requite
knowledge at the beginning of class. (Including singing/moving to Mi Cuerpo). I will support
Emergent Bilinguals and other students with the Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and
translanguaging when appropriate.Students with differing physical abilities will have the adjusted
goal of working on the motor skill of clapping.

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Computers, Youtube, Google Meets, breakout rooms, Google Slides, Jamboard

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Videos:
Mi Cuerpo Hace Musica
Mr. G Explains Rhythm
Sweet Beets

Time

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Motivation/Hook: I will play the
song “Mi Cuerpo Hace Musica”
and look to see that students are
doing the motions and clapping
to the beat.

Motivation/Hook:

Teaching

Teaching

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will introduce the concept of
rhythm using the Jamboard and

Students will echo the rhythm
pattern in the video.

Students will do the motions and
clap to the beet.
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showing the video, “Mr. G
explains Rhythm.”
I will ask the students to echo the
rhythm patterns in the video.

Group Application:

Group Application:

I will play the video, “Sweet
Beets” and ask students to follow
around with the animations and
echo the rhythm pattern.

Students will echo the rhythm
pattern.

Then, I will display a Ta and Ti-Ti,
and have students echo rhythm
patterns by clapping and saying
the corresponding syllables.

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will call on students individually
to turn on their mics and echo a
rhythm pattern by clapping and
saying the corresponding
syllables.

Students will turn on their mics
and individually echo a rhythm
pattern by clapping and saying the
corresponding syllables.

Closure:

Closure:

I will play “Put the Beat in Your
Feet” and ask the students to do
the motions and clap to the beat.

Students will do the motions and
clap to the beat.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
I will take an informal formative assessment by observing each student echoing a rhythm pattern.
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are motivated when they can connect learning to their daily lives (songs they already
know, cartoons, etc). They also can retain knowledge when they can access it in many forms
(seeing, hearing, physical activities (Ormrod, 2016).

Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate:

Teacher Candidate:

Rachel Foote Allen

Date of Lesson:

Date of Lesson:

Lesson Title/Description: Rhythm Pattern Composition (“Build-A-Beat”)

Lesson #
3 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 30

Standards:

Central Focus:

1. MU.1.CR1
.K 2. With
guidance,
generate
musical
ideas
(such as
movement
s or
motives).
2. MU.2.CR2
.K 1. With
guidance,
demonstra
te and

Students will generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and
work.

Learning
Targets:
Students
will create
an 4-beat
rhythmic
pattern
using ta
and ti-ti
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choose
favorite
musical
ideas.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Students will have a working knowledge (how to read them
and how we count them) of rhythm elements: ta (), ti-ti
How I know the students have this:
In previous lessons, we have performed simple rhythm patterns that I have created, first as a class,
then in small groups, and finally as individuals.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Rhythm, beat, create, ta and ti-ti.
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall of our special
musical words, also there is a separate board with rhythms and how we count them. For online
teaching, I use Jamboards for this.
Also, I will use sentence frames for students to talk about their creations.
“My rhythm pattern has _____ (#) _______(rhythms).” (i.e., My rhythm pattern has 3 ta’s,”)

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson: We will connect the rhythm to “We Will Rock
You.” Also, we will talk about how composing a rhythm pattern is like writing a sentence. We are
choosing rhythms like you choose words.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
This is a very hands-on movement-based activity. There is no reading or writing involved. I will use
visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the pre-requite
knowledge at the beginning of class. Students with differing physical abilities will have the adjusted
goal of working on the motor skill of clapping.
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What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson?
Computer, youtube video (Lego “We will Rock You”)

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Chromebooks, Google Slides, Jamboard

Procedure: Teacher Does……….

Procedure: Stude
nts Do……..

What will I
watch for
to know
students
are
engaged,
or what
they
learned?

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

Play the video: lego version of “We Will Rock
You.”

Think-pair-share:
tell their neighbor
what they think
the rhythm
pattern is.”- Use
breakout rooms
for this.

I will listen
to what
students
think the
rhythms
are. I will
see if they
are
clapping,
patting,
and
chanting. I
will checkin on the
break-out
rooms.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzJmlo
K8am0
I will play the first bit of the video, and ask
students to guess what they rhythms are.
Then I will have the students clap/pat the
rhythm and chant the rhythms. (I can see
them doing this on camera, even with their
mics muted.

Students pat the
rhythm pattern on
their lap/pat and
chant the
rhythms: “ti-ti ta,
ti-ti ta.”
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4

Teaching:
(Sharing a tab)
I will ask students to identify the two
rhythms we’re choosing from. I will
demonstrate creating a 4- beat rhythm
pattern and then have the class clap it with
me.

4

7

Teaching:
Students will
“shout out” the
names of the
rhythms and then
clap the rhythm
pattern that I
create together as
a class. I can
observe this even
in Google Meets.

Group Application:

Group Application:

We will create a rhythm together. I will ask
for four different volunteers to choose ta or
ti-ti.

Students will
volunteer to
provide
rhythms. The
class will clap the
pattern.

Independent Application:
I will send students into breakout rooms in
pairs and ask them to work together to
create a 4-beat pattern.

Independent
Application:
Students will
create a 4-beat
pattern with a
partner in
breakout rooms.

I will be
looking to
see that
students
are
“shouting
out” the
rhythms
and then
clapping
the
pattern. I
can
observe
this even
in Google
Meets.

I will look
to see that
students
are
volunteeri
ng to
provide
rhythms
and that
they all
clapping
the
pattern.

I will pop
into all of
the
breakout
rooms to
see that
the
partners
are
working
well
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together
and
understan
d the
task. I will
help them
clap the
rhythm
they have
created.

10

Closure:
I will ask students to say and clap their
rhythm pattern (with their mics on) and then
the rest of the class will echo (with mics
off). They will use the sentence frame, “Our
rhythm pattern is__ __ __ __.”

Closure: Students
will say and clap
the pattern they
made a partner
and then the rest
of the class will
echo.

We should have time for everyone to share.

I will help
students if
they need
it. I will
also have a
video of
the lesson
to refer
back to for
formative
assessmen
t.

Assessments
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Video of rhythm pattern creations.
Summative assessment is __14___ days after this lesson

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are much more engaged when they are performing their own composition rather than
someone else’s. Even if they aren’t quite sure how to do it, they are motivated to learn how because
it is theirs.
(Ormrod, 2016)
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Teacher Candidate:

Rachel Foote Allen

Date of Lesson:

Lesson Title/Description: Rhythm Pattern Composition (“Build-A-Beat”)

Lesson # 4 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 30

Standards:

Central Focus:

Learning Targets:

1. Kindergarten MU.2.CR2.K 1.
With guidance, demonstrate
and choose favorite musical
ideas.

Students will organize and
develop artistic ideas and work.

Students will notate
an 8-beat rhythmic
pattern using ta and
ti-ti

2. Kindergarten MU.2.CR2.K 2.
With guidance, organize
personal musical ideas using
iconic notation and/or recording
technology.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Students will have a working knowledge (how to read them
and how we count them) of rhythm elements: ta (), ti-ti
How I know the students have this:
In previous lessons, we have performed simple rhythm patterns that I have created, first as a class,
then in small groups, and finally as individuals.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Rhythm, beat, composition/compose, ta and ti-ti.
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall of our special
musical words, also there is a separate board with rhythms and how we count them. For online
teaching, I use Jamboards for this.
Also, I will use sentence frames for students to talk about their compositions:
“My rhythm pattern has _____ (#) _______(rhythms).” (i.e., My rhythm pattern has 3 ta’s,”)
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson: We will connect the rhythm to “We Will Rock
You.” Also, we will talk about how composing a rhythm pattern is like writing a sentence. We are
choosing rhythms like you choose words.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
Instead of hand-writing notes, I will use a Google Slides Activity that allows students to click and drag
the rhythms they want to use. Students with mobility issues will be able to tell an adult (teacher,
assistant, or parent/guardian) which elements they want, and/or they can point to the elements on
the screen. This makes it extremely accessible for learners of all abilities.

What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson?
Computer, youtube video (Lego “We will Rock You”)

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Chromebooks, Google Slides

Procedure: Teacher Does……….

Procedure: Students
Do……..

What will I watch
for to know
students are
engaged, or what
they learned?

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will do a scavenger hunt. I will
ask the students to find anything
they can build with (blocks, legos,
knex, etc). I will set the timer for
one minute, then send students
into breakout rooms as pairs to
share what they found. They will

Students will find an
item you can build
with from their home
and share it with a
partner.

I will check in to the
rooms to see that
students are
sharing.
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use the sentence starter: “I
found____.”
Then, I will bring everyone back to
the main room. I will do a
demonstration of “building” a
rhythm pattern using two sizes of
types of legos, to represent ta and
ti-ti.

5

Teaching:
(Sharing a tab)
I will ask students to identify the
two rhythms we’re choosing
from. I will demonstrate creating
an 8- beat rhythm pattern and
then have the class clap it with
me.

Teaching:
Students will “shout
out” the names of the
rhythms and then clap
the rhythm pattern
that I create together
as a class. I can
observe this even in
Google Meets.

I will be looking to
see that students
are “shouting out”
the rhythms and
then clapping the
pattern. I can
observe this even in
Google Meets.

For this, I will use the Google
Slides activity that the students
will be using later on their own.

5

Group Application:

(Sharing a tab), we will create a
rhythm together. I will ask for
eight different volunteers to tell
me what to but in each beat.
Then I will ask the class to clap the
rhythm pattern.

Group Application:
Students will volunteer
to provide
rhythms. The class will
clap the pattern.

I will look to see
that students are
volunteering to
provide rhythms
and that they all
clapping the
pattern.

For this, I will use the Google
Slides activity that the students
will be using later on their own.
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8

Independent Application:
I will assign each student the
Google Slide activity via Google
Classroom. I will instruct the
students to “compose” their
rhythm pattern by choosing cards,
clapping out the pattern until
they like it, and then gluing the
cards down.

Independent
Application:
Students will compose
their rhythm pattern
by selecting rhythm
elements dragging
them on to the beat
blanks.

For early finishers, I will send
them as pairs to breakout rooms,
where they can perform their
rhythms for each other.

7

Closure:
I will ask students to talk about
their rhythm patterns with a
partner in breakout rooms, using
the sentence frame, and then clap
their compositions for each other.

Closure: Students will
talk about their
compositions using the
sentence frame with a
partner, and clap their
rhythm pattern for
their partner.

“My rhythm pattern has
_____ (#) _______(rhythms).”
(i.e., My rhythm pattern has 3
ta’s, and 5 ti-ti’s/

I will look at the
Google Slides
Activities as
students are
working on them. I
will ask them to
clap it for me, also
chanting the
rhythms, to double
check that
individual students
know how to count
ta, and ti-ti. If
needed, I will help
them count/clap
the rhythm they are
making.

I will pop into the
breakout rooms and
listen to the
partners as they
share, and after I
bring the class
together, I will
watch to see who
claps along.

Then, we will come together as a
group and I will ask for volunteers
to share about their composition,
and then we will clap it as a class.

Assessments
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Rhythm compositions
Summative assessment is __14___ days after this lesson
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are much more engaged when they are performing their own composition rather than
someone else’s. Even if they aren’t quite sure how to do it, they are motivated to learn how because
it is theirs. (Ormrod, 2016)

Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate:

Date of Lesson:

Lesson Title/Description: Perform a Body Percussion Composition

Lesson #
5 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 30

Standards:

Central Focus:

1.

Students will demonstrate their understanding of rhythms by
performing movements.

Kinderg
arten
MU.3.CR3.K
2. With
guidance,
demonstrate a
final version of
personal
musical ideas
to peers.

Learning
Targets:
Students
will
perform a
8-beat
rhythm
pattern by
adding
body
movement
s to each
rhythm.

2.
Kinderg
arten
MU.6.PR3.K
2. Perform
appropriately
for the
audience
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Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Students will have a working knowledge (how to read them
and how we count them) of rhythm elements: ta (), ti-ti, and perform.
How I know the students have this:
In previous lessons, we have performed simple rhythm patterns that I have created, first as a class,
then in small groups, and finally as individuals. Also, we will talk about the meeting of performance
during the motivation/hook part of the lesson

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Perform, ta, ti-ti, rhythm, perform

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
We will connect rhythm to movement- and talk about dancing.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
Instead of hand-writing notes, I will use Google slides. I will re-assign students the same slides they
had in the previous assignment, but this time there will be icons of different body parts that
represent movements. Students will click and drag the icons under each rhythm in their
pattern. This makes it extremely accessible for learners of all abilities.
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What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson?
Computer, youtube video

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Chromebooks, Google Slides

Procedure: Teacher Does……….

Procedure: Stude
nts Do……..

What will I
watch for
to know
students
are
engaged, or
what they
learned?

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will start by talking about how performing
is “putting a show.” A lot of shows include
dancing. So we are going to add
movements to our rhythms and put on little
shows for each other.

Students will
“perform”
rhythms but
following the
movements in the
video.

I will watch
to see that
students
are
following
the
movements
of the
video.

I will play the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqof8
4_WR1s
And have students “perform” the
movements.

5

Teaching:
(Sharing a tab)
I will ask students to identify the
movements we’re choosing from. This will
be a predetermined list that matches icons
on the Google Slides activity. I will

Teaching:
Students will
“shout out” the
names of the
rhythms and then
perform the
rhythm pattern

I will be
looking to
see that
students
are
“shouting
out” the
rhythms
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demonstrate adding movements to the 8beat rhythm pattern that I composed in the
previous lesson and then have the class
perform it with me.
For this, I will use the Google Slides activity
that the students will be using later on their
own.

5

Group Application:

(Sharing a tab), we will add movements to
the pattern we composed in the previous
lesson. I will ask 8 volunteers to suggest the
movements for each beat. Then I will ask
the class to perform the rhythm pattern.

with movements
that I create
together as a
class. I can
observe this even
in Google Meets.

and then
performing
the
movements
with the
pattern

Group
Application:

I will look to
see that
students
are
volunteerin
g to provide
movements
and that
they are all
performing
the pattern.

Students will
volunteer to
provide
movements. The
class will perform
the pattern.

For this, I will use the Google Slides activity
that the students will be using later on their
own.

10

Independent Application:
I will assign each student the Google Slide
activity via Google Classroom. This will
include the rhythm patter which each
student composed in the previous lesson,
along with options of movement icons to
click and drag below each beat.
For early finishers, I will send them with as
pairs to breakout rooms, where they can
perform their rhythms patterns for each
other.

Independent
Application:
Students will add
movements to
their rhythm
pattern by
selecting
movements for
each beat
and dragging
them on to the
blanks below
each beat. Then
they will perform
their patterns for
a partner in a
breakout room.

I will look at
the Google
Slides
Activities as
students
are working
on them. to
count ta,
and ti-ti. If
needed, I
will help
them count
and
perform
their
rhythm.
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5

Closure:
We will come together as a group and I will
ask for volunteers to share about their
composition, and then we will perform it as
a class.
They will use this sentence frame to share:
“My pattern has _.” (i.e., My pattern has 3
stomps, and 5 clap-claps.

Closure: Students
will talk about
their
compositions
using the
sentence frame,
and then perform
their own and/or
their peers’
patterns.

I will watch
to see that
students
are
accurately
performing
the
movements
with the
correct
correspondi
ng rhythm.

Assessments
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Rhythm Plus Movement Google Slides
2.
Summative assessment is ___2-5__ days after this lesson-Students will each perform their
movement patterns for their class, which will be recorded.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are much more engaged when they are performing their own composition rather than
someone else’s. Even if they aren’t quite sure how to do it, they are motivated to learn how because
it is theirs. (Ormrod, 2016)

Appendix B:

Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate: Rachel Foote Allen Date of Lesson: 5/27/2021

Lesson Title/Description: “Let’s Hit It!”

Lesson # 1 of 4

Time for this Lesson: 30
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Standards:
MU.1.CR1.K
1. With guidance,
explore and experience
music concepts (such as
beat and melodic
contour).

Central Focus: Students will be
able to identify metal
percussion instruments and talk
about why they like or don’t
like music.

Learning Targets:
I can identify metal instruments. I
can say why I like or don’t like a
song.

MU.7.RE1.K
1. With guidance, list
personal interests and
experiences and
demonstrate why they
prefer some music
selections over others.

Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Music, rhythm, beat
How I know the students have this:
We spent a unit on this that concluded with a summative assessment in the form of a composition
project.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Identify, Instrument, Percussion, Metal
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall (Jamboard) of
our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“percussion” “instrument”) words.
Also, we use Identify across content areas. For beat, we will watch a video that introduces the
concept, and do several physical activities to embody the concept.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
We will do a scavenger hunt in which students look for something metallic. They will share what
item they found and discuss whether it could be an instrument or not using sentence starters.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
I will use visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the
prerequisite knowledge at the beginning of class. I will support Emergent Bilinguals and other
students with the Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and translanguaging when appropriate.
We will also use hand motions and sentence starters to share ideas.
Students with differing physical abilities will have the adjusted goal of working on the motor skill of
clapping and doing hand motions (thumbs up/down).

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Computers, Youtube, Google Meets, breakout rooms, Google Slides, Jamboard

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Videos:
Percussion Family
Cambodian Gong

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other
ways you’ll observe and check
with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.

Include evidence of student
engagement that you’ll include /
watch for to monitor student
learning
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Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will ask students to find
something metallic in their
home.

Students will share what they
found using the sentence frames:
“I found________.
“It could/couldn’t be an
instrument
because____________.

7

5

5

Teaching:

Teaching:

I will introduce the learning
target and the concept of
“instrument families”
“percussion” and “metals.

Students will share what their
families look like. (If there are
enough students, I will have them
do this in pairs in breakout rooms.

I will use videos to show
examples of metal percussion
instruments.

Students will watch the video.

Group:

Group:

I will play various classroom
percussion instruments and ask
students to identify them as
metal or not using thumbs

Students will show me thumbs up
or thumbs down.

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will ask students to complete
the Google Slides activity in
which they sort percussion
instruments as metal or not.

Students will complete the Google
Slides activity.
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8

Closure:

Closure:

I will play an example of metal
gongs from Cambodia and ask
students if they like it or not
and why.

Students will listen to the song
and share their thoughts using the
following sentence frame:
“I like/don’t like this song
because_______.”

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
For this lesson I will be doing informal formative assessments by watching to see if students can
accurately identify instruments as metal or not. I will also be taking a formal informal assessment
by having students complete a Google Slides sorting activity and sharing whether they like a song
or not and why.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are motivated when they can connect learning to their daily lives (physical objects in
their lives) . They also can retain knowledge when they can access it in many forms (seeing,
hearing, physical activities (Ormrod, 2016).

Works Cited:
Ormrod, J. E. (2016). Human learning (7th ed.). Harlow, Essex, England: Pearson.

Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate: Rachel Foote Allen Date of Lesson: 6/01/2021

Lesson Title/Description: “Let’s Hit It!”

Lesson # 2 of 4

Time for this Lesson: 30
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Standards:
MU.1.CR1.K
1. With guidance,
explore and experience
music concepts (such as
beat and melodic
contour).

Central Focus: Students will be
able to identify wood
percussion instruments and talk
about which song they like
better and why.

Learning Targets:
I can identify wood instruments. I
can say why I like a song.

MU.7.RE1.K
1. With guidance, list
personal interests and
experiences and
demonstrate why they
prefer some music
selections over others.

Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Music, rhythm, beat, percussion, metal
How I know the students have this:
We spent a unit on this that concluded with a summative assessment in the form of a composition
project, and did a formative assessment in the previous lesson.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Identify, Instrument, Percussion, Metal
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall (Jamboard) of
our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“percussion” “instrument”) words.
Also, we use Identify across content areas. For beat, we will watch a video that introduces the
concept, and do several physical activities to embody the concept.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
We will do a scavenger hunt in which students look for something wooden. They will share what
item they found and discuss whether it could be an instrument or not using sentence starters.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
I will use visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the
prerequisite knowledge at the beginning of class. I will support Emergent Bilinguals and other
students with the Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and translanguaging when appropriate.
We will also use hand motions and sentence starters to share ideas.
Students with differing physical abilities will have the adjusted goal of working on the motor skill of
clapping and doing hand motions (thumbs up/down).

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Computers, Youtube, Google Meets, breakout rooms, Google Slides, Jamboard

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Videos:
Percussion Family
https://youtu.be/IJCwffjs2sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7yahW58tQc
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Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other
ways you’ll observe and check
with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.

Include evidence of student
engagement that you’ll include /
watch for to monitor student
learning

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will ask students to find
something wooden in their
home.

Students will share what they
found using the sentence frames:
“I found________.
“It could/couldn’t be an
instrument
because____________.

7

5

Teaching:

Teaching:

I will introduce the learning
target and review the concept of
“instrument families”
“percussion” and “metals.

Students will share what their
families look like. (If there are
enough students, I will have them
do this in pairs in breakout rooms.

Group:

Group:

I will play various classroom
percussion instruments and ask
students to identify them as
wood or not using thumbs

Students will show me thumbs up
or thumbs down.
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5

8

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will ask students to complete
the Google Slides activity in
which they sort percussion
instruments as wood or not.

Students will complete the Google
Slides activity.

Closure:

Closure:

I will play two examples of
wood instruments from
Mexico and ask students which
song they like better.

Students will listen to the song
and share their thoughts using the
following sentence frame:
“I liked the (first/second) song
better because _______.”

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
For this lesson I will be doing informal formative assessments by watching to see if students can
accurately identify instruments as woodl or not. I will also be taking a formal informal assessment
by having students complete a Google Slides sorting activity and sharing whether which song they
like better.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are motivated when they can connect learning to their daily lives (physical objects in
their lives) . They also can retain knowledge when they can access it in many forms (seeing,
hearing, physical activities (Ormrod, 2016).

Works Cited:
Ormrod, J. E. (2016). Human learning (7th ed.). Harlow, Essex, England: Pearson.
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Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate: Rachel Foote Allen Date of Lesson: 6/08/2021

Lesson Title/Description: “Let’s Hit It!”

Lesson # 3 of 4

Time for this Lesson: 30

Standards:

Central Focus: Students will be able
to identify drum/skin percussion
instruments and talk about which
song they like better and why.

MU.1.CR1.K
1. With guidance,
explore and experience
music concepts (such as
beat and melodic
contour).

Learning Targets:
I can identify skin/drum
instruments.
I can say why I like a song.

MU.7.RE1.K
1. With guidance, list
personal interests and
experiences and
demonstrate why they
prefer some music
selections over others.

Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Music, rhythm, beat, percussion, metal
How I know the students have this:
We spent a unit on this that concluded with a summative assessment in the form of a composition
project, and did a formative assessment in the previous lesson.
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Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Identify, Instrument, Percussion, drums, skins
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall (Jamboard) of
our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“percussion” “instrument”) words.
Also, we use Identify across content areas. For beat, we will watch a video that introduces the
concept, and do several physical activities to embody the concept.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
We will do a scavenger hunt in which students look for something that they could use as a drum
(pot, pan, empty oatmeal container, etc).

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
I will use visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the
prerequisite knowledge at the beginning of class. I will support Emergent Bilinguals and other
students with the Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and translanguaging when appropriate.
We will also use hand motions and sentence starters to share ideas.
Students with differing physical abilities will have the adjusted goal of working on the motor skill of
clapping and doing hand motions (thumbs up/down).

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Computers, Youtube, Google Meets, breakout rooms, Google Slides, Jamboard
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Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Videos:
Percussion Family
How a djembe is made
Vietnamese Lion Drum Dance
African Drums

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways
you’ll observe and check with
students to be sure they are
engaged in the learning.

Include evidence of student
engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to
monitor student learning

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will ask students to find
something in their home that could
be used as a drum.

Students will share what they
found using the sentence
frames:
“I found________.

7

Teaching:

Teaching:

I will introduce the learning target
and review the concept of
“instrument families” “percussion”
“metals” and “woods,” by asking
the following questions:

Students will help explain the
vocabulary from previous
lesson by answering the
following questions:
“What is an instrument?”

“What is an instrument?”
“How do percussion instruments
make sounds?” “What can

“How do percussion
instruments make
sounds?” “What can
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5

5

8

percussion instruments be made
out of?”

percussion instruments be
made out of?”

I will show the video on how a
djembe is made.

Students will watch the video
on how a djembe is made.

Group:

Group:

I will play various classroom
percussion instruments and ask
students to identify them as drums
or not using thumbs

Students will show me
thumbs up or thumbs down.

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will ask students to complete the
Google Slides activity in which they
sort percussion instruments as
drums or not.

Students will complete the
Google Slides activity.

Closure:

Closure:

I will play two examples of drums
(Vietnames and African), and ask
students which song they like
better and why.

Students will listen to the song
and share their thoughts using
the following sentence frame:
“I liked the (first/second) song
better because _______.”
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Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
For this lesson I will be doing informal formative assessments by watching to see if students can
accurately identify instruments as woodl or not. I will also be taking a formal informal assessment
by having students complete a Google Slides sorting activity and sharing whether which song they
like better.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are motivated when they can connect learning to their daily lives (physical objects in
their lives) . They also can retain knowledge when they can access it in many forms (seeing,
hearing, physical activities (Ormrod, 2016).

Works Cited:
Ormrod, J. E. (2016). Human learning (7th ed.). Harlow, Essex, England: Pearson.

Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate: Rachel Foote Allen Date of Lesson: 6/10/2021

Lesson Title/Description: “Let’s Hit It!”

Lesson # 4 of 4

Time for this Lesson: 30

Standards:

Central Focus: Students will be able
to identify shaker/scraper
percussion instruments and talk
about which song they like better
and why.

MU.1.CR1.K
1. With guidance,
explore and experience
music concepts (such as
beat and melodic
contour).

Learning Targets:
I can identify shaker/scraper
instruments. I can say why I
like a song.
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MU.7.RE1.K
1. With guidance, list
personal interests and
experiences and
demonstrate why they
prefer some music
selections over others.

Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Music, rhythm, beat, percussion, metal, drums/skins
How I know the students have this:
We spent a unit on this that concluded with a summative assessment in the form of a composition
project, and did a formative assessment in the previous lesson.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Identify, Instrument, Percussion, Shakers/Scrapers
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I have a word wall (Jamboard) of
our Tier 2 (“identify”) and Tier 3 (“percussion” “instrument”) words.
Also, we use Identify across content areas. For beat, we will watch a video that introduces the
concept, and do several physical activities to embody the concept.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
We will do a scavenger hunt in which students look for something that could be used as a shaker
or scraper (can of nuts, a baby toy, etc). They will share what item they found and discuss
whether it could be an instrument or not using sentence starters.
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How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
I will use visuals and modeling to help support academic language, and we will review the
prerequisite knowledge at the beginning of class. I will support Emergent Bilinguals and other
students with the Jamboard mentioned above, modeling, and translanguaging when appropriate.
We will also use hand motions and sentence starters to share ideas.
Students with differing physical abilities will have the adjusted goal of working on the motor skill of
clapping and doing hand motions (thumbs up/down).

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Computers, Youtube, Google Meets, breakout rooms, Google Slides, Jamboard

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Videos:
Percussion Family
Guiro
Maraca
Cumbia song
washboard song

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways
you’ll observe and check with
students to be sure they are
engaged in the learning.

Include evidence of student
engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to
monitor student learning
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Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

5

I will ask students to find something
in their home that can be used as a
shaker or scraper.

Students will share what they
found using the sentence
frames:
“I found________.

7

Teaching:

Teaching:

I will introduce the learning target
and review the concept of
“instrument families” “percussion”
“metals” and “woods,” and
“drums” by asking the following
questions:

Students will help explain the
vocabulary from previous
lesson by answering the
following questions:

“What is an instrument?”

“How do percussion
instruments make
sounds?” “What can
percussion instruments be
made out of?”

“How do percussion instruments
make sounds?” “What can
percussion instruments be made out
of?”

5

“What is an instrument?”

I will show a video of a guiro.

Students will watch the video
of a guiro.

Group:

Group:

I will play various classroom
percussion instruments and ask
students to identify them as
shakes/scrapers or not using
thumbs

Students will show me
thumbs up or thumbs down.
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5

8

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will ask students to complete the
Google Slides activity in which they
sort percussion instruments as
shakers/scrapers or not.

Students will complete the
Google Slides activity.

Closure:

Closure:

I will play two examples of songs
with shakers or scrapers and ask
students which song they like
better.

Students will listen to the song
and share their thoughts using
the following sentence frame:
“I liked the (first/second) song
better because _______.”

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
For this lesson I will be doing informal formative assessments by watching to see if students can
accurately identify instruments as woodl or not. I will also be taking a formal informal assessment
by having students complete a Google Slides sorting activity and sharing whether which song they
like better

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Students are motivated when they can connect learning to their daily lives (physical objects in
their lives) . They also can retain knowledge when they can access it in many forms (seeing,
hearing, physical activities (Ormrod, 2016).

Works Cited:
Ormrod, J. E. (2016). Human learning (7th ed.). Harlow, Essex, England: Pearson.
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Appendix C:

ED 609 - SPRING 2021 ESOL BINDER
Student Name :
Foote Allen, Rachel L

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF CANDIDATE
SEEKING ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL) ENDORSEMENT
(TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE, THE CLINICAL TEACHER, AND THE ESOL UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR)

ESOL Practicum Project Title

Requirements:

Passing scores achieved on required ESOL test(s):
Yes

Does Not Meet Standard
Not
Observed
N/O

Developing Proficiency
(DNM)
1 | 2

Exceeds Standards

Distinguished

(E)

(D)

5

6

Proficient Relative to

Toward Standard (DP)

Standards (PR)

3

4

115/157

Does not take into account the
needs of ELs when designing
lessons. Content and language
objectives are not appropriate
for language learners, or are
absent. Activities and grouping
strategies do not engage
students.

Always takes into account the
needs of individual ELs when
designing meaningful lessons.
Learning tasks and scaffolds
are strategically designed to
meet specific needs of
individual ELs. Effective
Consistently takes into account content and language
objectives are evidenced
the needs of ELs when
throughout the lesson. All
designing lessons. Learning
activities and assessments are
tightly aligned to objectives,
tasks and scaffolds address the
Takes into account the needs
allow for individual ELs to
Attempts to take into account of ELs as a whole group when needs of individual ELs or
demonstrate their learning,
designing lessons. Content and
the needs of ELs when
are student-centered,
groups with similar needs.
designing lessons. Recognizes language objectives are
promote critical thinking and
Content and language
and begins to develop content appropriate for language
address all four language skills.
and language objectives that learners. Activities and
Studentcentered activities and
objectives are effective for
are appropriate for language assessments are aligned to
purposeful grouping strategies
language learners and evident ensure all students are
objectives, and are
learners. Activities are
superficially aligned to
studentcentered, promote
challenged and engaged
in most of the lesson.
learning objectives, and
critical thinking and address all
throughout the lesson.
grouping strategies engage
four language skills. Grouping Activities and assessments are
some students.
strategies are purposeful and closely aligned to objectives,
consistently engage students. and are studentcentered,
promote critical thinking and
address all four language skills.
Purposeful grouping strategies
ensure all students are
engaged.

The candidate has demonstrated the ability to plan for instruction of English Language Learners.
Not

Does Not

Does Not

Developing

Proficient

Exceeds

Observed

Meet

Meet

Proficiency

Relative

Standards

Standard

Standard

Toward

to

N/O

Standard

Standards

Distinguished

Score/Comment

(D)
(E)

116/157

117/157

sca olding in
language and
content
instruction.

5

g. Designing
student centered
activities and
guided practice
that lead to
mastery via a
variety of
purposeful
grouping
strategies.

5

h. Providing su
cient
opportunities for
development of 4
language
skills/modalities
(listening,
speaking, reading,
writing), with an
emphasis on
productive
modalities
(speaking,
writing).

5

i. Gauging and di
erentiating
language
demands so that
critical thinking
and
problem
solving are used
by all students,
regardless
of
second language
acquisition levels.

118/157

5
j. Selecting and
organizing
supplemental
material to

119/157

Does Not Meet Standard
Not
Observed
N/O

Developing Proficiency
(DNM)

Toward Standard (DP)

Standards (PR)

3

4

1 | 2

Exceeds Standards

Distinguished

(E)

(D)

5

6

Proficient Relative to

Draws from wide/extensive
repertoire of strategies to build
background knowledge via
prior learning and/or
experiences. Consistently
Has established a variety of
ways to build background

Makes minimal e ort to build
background via prior learning
and/or experiences. Rarely
uses strategies to aid the
comprehension of language
learners.

Builds background knowledge
Provides some e orts to build via prior learning and/or
background knowledge via
experiences on a regular
prior learning and/or
basis. Scaffolds instruction,
experiences. Uses a few
especially about vocabulary
strategies that help ELs’
and academic language.
comprehension. Begins to
Employs sheltered strategies
scaffold instruction and
that bene t ELs’
highlight language features.
comprehension, such as
Teaches concepts/skills
visuals, wait time and/or L1
without careful modeling, and support. Teaches
provides only limited
concepts/skills with modeling
opportunities for practice.
and appropriate opportunities
for practice.

knowledge via prior learning
and/or experiences on a
regular basis. Consistently
employs a variety of sheltered
strategies that bene t individual

employs a wide range of
sheltered strategies that are
thoughtfully designed to bene t
individual ELs’ comprehension.
Both academic language and
content instruction are made
comprehensible.

Explicitly teaches
concepts/skills with careful
comprehension, including
modeling, and provides
visuals, wait time and L1
meaningful opportunities for
support. Academic language is guided and independent
scaffolded throughout lesson. practice. This is done multiple
Explicitly teaches
times and in multiple ways to
concepts/skills with careful
ensure that individual students
modeling, and provides
have met the lesson objectives.
opportunities for guided and
independent practice.
ELs’

The candidate has demonstrated the ability to shelter and implement instruction for ELLs.
Does Not Meet Does Not Meet Developing
Not
Observed

Standard

Standard

Proficient

Proficiency

Relative to

Exceeds

Toward

Standards

Standards

Standard

Distinguished

120/157

(DNM)

(DNM) (DP)

121/157

Does Not Meet Standard
Not
Observed
N/O

Developing Proficiency
(DNM)
1 | 2

Exceeds Standards

Distinguished

(E)

(D)

5

6

Proficient Relative to

Toward Standard (DP)

Standards (PR)

3

4

122/157

Seamlessly checks for
understanding in each part of

Checks for student

the lesson using a wide range

understanding during lesson

of informal and formal

delivery using informal and
Attempts to check for
understanding during
understanding during
instruction. There is some
connection between what is
instruction. There is little
being taught and assessed.
connection between what is
Limited e orts are made to
being taught and what is being
differentiate assessment of
assessed. No e orts are made
language proficiency and
to differentiate assessment of
content knowledge. No
language and content
assessment accommodations
knowledge.
are made.
Does not check for

Checks for understanding assessment tools. Meaningful
formal assessment tools. There throughout lesson using various
assessment drives all
are clear connections between informal and formal assessment
tools. Assessment consistently instruction. Assessments are
lesson objectives and
drives instruction. There are
differentiated in a variety of
assessment results. E orts are demonstrated e orts to ways to ascertain
differentiate assessments and
made to differentiate
evaluation of both language comprehension of language
and
content
objectives. and content objectives.
assessment of language
Assessment accommodations Multiple Assessment
proficiency and content.
are made to address the needs accommodations are made to
address the needs of individual
of individual ELs.
Assessment
ELs.
accommodations are made to
address the needs of ELs as a
group.

The candidate has demonstrated the ability to evaluate performance of English Language Learners.
Does Not Meet Does Not Meet Developing
Not
Observed

Standard

Standard

Proficiency

Relative to

Exceeds

Toward

Standards

Standards

Standard

(DNM)

Proficient

(DNM)

Distinguished

(DP)

123/157

Does Not Meet Standard
Not
Observed
N/O

Developing Proficiency
(DNM)

Toward Standard (DP)

Standards (PR)

3

4

1 | 2

Exceeds Standards

Distinguished

(E)

(D)

5

6

Proficient Relative to

High and clear expectations
foster
a
classroom
environment conducive to
productive
and
engaged
learning. Consistent use of a
wide range of signals and
feedback strategies. The
High expectations foster a
affective filter remains low so
Establishes a classroom
respectful classroom
that ELs eagerly participate.
climate where learning and
Content or language mistakes
environment conducive to
clear expectations are the
are
respectfully
and
norm by using signals and
engaged learning.
Does not establish a classroom Seeks ways to establish a
strategically
addressed.
feedback strategies. The
classroom climate that
Consistent use of a variety of Provides a social environment
climate conducive to learning.
encourages learning. Provides affective filter is lowered so
that encourages opportunities
signals and feedback
Rarely attempts to lower the some e ort to lower students’ that ELs consistently
strategies. The affective filter to express varied perspectives,
affective filter of ELs. Manner affective filter and to engage participate. Content or
is consistently lowered so that and promotes mutual respect
ELs in learning. Attempts to
language mistakes are
of addressing content or
ELs eagerly participate. Content among students.
address content or language addressed in a respectful and
language mistakes is
or language mistakes are
ineffective or insensitive.
mistakes in a sensitive way.
effective way. Provides a
respectfully and effectively
social environment that
addressed. Provides a social
reveals mutual respect among
environment that consistently
students.
encourages mutual respect
among students.

The candidate has demonstrated the ability to establish a classroom climate conducive to learning.
Not
Observed

Does Not

Does Not Meet Developing Pro

Pro cient

Meet

Standard

ciency

Relative to

Exceeds

Toward

Standards

Standards

Standard

Standard

Distinguished

124/157

(DNM)
(DP)

(DNM)

routines and signals to
communicate expectations.

6

b. Lowering the
affective filter of
second language
learners.

5

c. Sensitive error
correction (of
meaning before
form, as
appropriate).

5

d. Valuing home
cultures through
use of culturally
relevant curricula
and pedagogy. (in
general)

5
e.
Providing
positive
and
speci c feedback
for appropriate
behavior.

5

f. Monitoring
student conduct
and taking
appropriate action
for misbehavior.

125/157

5

g. Fostering
opportunities to
use native
language with
peers or adults. (in
general)

Rubric Score

Rubric Mean

Does Not Meet Standard
Not
Observed
N/O

Developing Pro ciency
(DNM)

5.142

Exceeds Standards

Distinguished

(E)

(D)

5

6

Consistently reliable and hardworking, and frequently
initiates collaboration. Values
and contributes to school and
community norms, cultures,
and traditions. Utilizes
external feedback and
reflective practices for
professional growth.

A role model for reliability,
collaboration, and work ethic.
Deeply engaged in the school
and community and effects
positive change where
appropriate. Continuous
professional growth occurs as a
result of reflective practices
and external feedback.

Pro cient Relative to

Toward Standard (DP)

Standards (PR)

3

4

1 | 2

36

Reliable, hard-working and
Consciously
to be reliable, hard-working, collaborative.
Lacks habits and skills to be
and collaborative. Attempts to learns and respects the school
understand the cultural norms and community cultures,
reliable and collegial. Work
and traditions of the school and norms and traditions. Seeks
ethic lacks consistency.
community. Attempts to seek and utilizes constructive
feedback for professional
Seems unaware of school and constructive feedback and
growth. Works to establish
reflect on professional
community cultures and
reflective practices.
practices.
Demonstrates some e orts

norms. Becomes
defensive about or fails to
address constructive feedback.

The candidate has demonstrated professional behaviors.
Not
Observed

Does Not Meet Does Not

Developing

Proficient

Standard

Meet

Proficiency

Relative to

Standard

Toward

Standards

Standard

Exceeds
Standards
Distinguished

126/157

(DNM)

(DNM)

(DP)

127/157

Candidates at the undergraduate or MAT level need an average score of 3 or higher in each category above in order to pass the ESOL practicum. Those at the post licensure
level need an average score of 5 or higher in order to pass the ESOL practicum. “Licensure level” and all indicator scores must be filled in for results to compute.

The candidate has
Met the requirements of the practicum.

Candidate’s Signature
By checking this box, I am including my electronic signature

Date
06/08/2021

Comments:
- Rachel is passionate about teaching, and in particular she is passionate about teaching language (i.e., ELD).
- She has taken the time to know the learners at the individual level, and that's why it is easier for her to connect with them.

TOTAL
Total Score:
188.0

128/157

Total Mean:
5.081

GRADE
Total Score:
188.0

Grade:

129/157

Appendix C:

ED 697 - SPRING 2021 MAT FIELD EXPERIENCE BINDER
Student Name :
Foote Allen, Rachel L

Directions - This form will be used twice during the course of the term and will be provided by the Program
Coordinator to the University Supervisor, Cooperating Teacher, and Student Teacher.
Each member of the team (Cooperating Teacher, University Supervisor, and Student Teacher)
1) Completes the evaluation in week 5 or 6 (Mid-term) of the student teaching experience AND in week 13 or 14
(Final)
2) Brings

the completed form to the mid-term and nal 3-way conference

At the Mid-term 3-way conference
1) Goals are set for the remainder of the student teaching experience
2) The

University Supervisor records the consensus ratings and enters into the University data system by the
end of week 7

Additional information about and support for using the form can be found in the VARI-EPP Student Teaching
Form Training Modules, the "Glossary" and the "Look Fors" document.
The list of "Look Fors" can be found here.
The Glossary of Terms can be found here.

What are dispositions? The habits of professional action and moral commitments that underlie an educator's
performance (InTASC Model Core Teaching Standards, p. 6.).
What else should a teacher candidate know? It is the student teacher's responsibility to ask clarifying questions as
well as demonstrate the expected dispositional behaviors. REMEMBER: Only those dispositions observed in
student teaching can be measured, therefore it is up to the student teacher to demonstrate the dispositions.
PEDAGOGY

PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT
*
Exceeds
Meets

Does Not Meet
130/157

,

,

,

Expectations
are consistently

Emerging

are consistently

Expectations

Score/Comment

are loosely or are not are

not aligned with aligned with each aligned with each
aligned

,

consistently

each other

other

other

with each other
AND/OR

AND

AND
Articulates

Articulates

AND/OR
Articulates some

Does not articulate
objectives/targets

objectives/targets objectives/targets
objectives/targets
that
are appropriate that are appropriate that are appropriate
that are
appropriate for learners for learners and
for learners
for learners
attend to appropriate developmental progressions relative to age and
contentarea
B. Materials
and

3

Resources
Uses a variety of

Uses a variety of

Materials and materials and

Uses materials and

materials and resources that align

resources do not
resources that
1.

resources that

with some of the

align with

Align with all 1. Align with all objectives/targets
objectives/targets

objectives/targets objectives/targets
2.

Make content 2. Make content
131/157

relevant to learnersrelevant to learners
3.

Encourage individualization of

learning

C. Assessment
of

3

P-12 Learning
Plans a variety of

Plans a variety of

Planned

Planned

assessments that

assessments that

assessments

assessments

1.

Provide 1. Provide
1. Are not included

opportunities for

1. Provide

opportunities for opportunities for

varying
learners to illustrate
align with abilities to illustrate
competence the appropriate P-12
competence (whole class)
class)
2.

2. Align with the

some learners to
competence (whole

OR
learners of
2. Do not
illustrate

(whole class)

state learning

2. Align with the

standards

Align with the appropriate P-12
appropriate P-12 appropriate P-12
state learning state learning state

learning

standards

standards
3.

standards

3. Are culturally

Are culturally

relevant and draw

relevant and draw
from learners’ funds

from learners’ funds of knowledge
of knowledge
4.

Promote learner growth
132/157

D.
Differentiated

3

Methods
Lessons make

Lessons make clear

Lessons do not build meaningful and
build on,

Lessons make an
and coherent

attempt to

on or connect to

culturally relevant connections to

but are not

learners’ prior

133/157

connections

1.

to 1.

priorknowledge

Learners’

2.

prior
knowledge
Previous
lessons

Learners’

Previous

Future

connecting to 1.
Learners’ prior

Future
learning

knowledge,

3.

Previous lessons,
AND
Differentiation

OR future
learning

of

Other

supports learner

Differentiation

disciplines and

development

of instruction is

real-world
experiences
AND
Differentiation
of

instruction

supports learner
development

AND
Organizes
instruction to
ensure content
is
comprehensible
and relevant for
learners

AND/OR
Explanations
given are
illogical or
inaccurate as
to how the
content

learning4.

instruction

knowledge

successful at

lessons

2.

3.

completely

AND

connects to
previous and
future learning

minimal
AND
Organizes
instruction to
ensure content
is
comprehensible
for learners

AND/OR
Differentiation
of
instruction is
absent

AND
Organizes
instruction to
ensure content
is
comprehensible,
relevant, and
challenging for
learners
Rubric Score

12

Rubric Mean

3

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY
*
Meets

Does Not Meet

134/157

Engages learners in Engages learners in

Introduces AND/OR

Does

not critical thinking in local critical thinking models critical thinking
introduce
and/or global contexts that that AND/OR model that 1. Fosters problem
1. Fosters problem critical 1. Fosters problem solving solving thinking that
solving 2. Encourages 2. Encourages 1. Fosters
2.

Encourages

conceptual

solving conceptual connections
3.

Challenges

conceptual connections problem
connections

conceptual assumptions

2. Encourages
connections

135/157

G. Checking for

3

Understanding
and Adjusting Checks for
check Instruction
through
Formative
Assessment

Checks for

Inconsistently checks for

Does not

understanding (whole understanding understanding during for

class/group AND
individual learners)
during lessons using

(whole

lessons using

class/group)

formative assessment during lessons

during lessons

formative assessment using formative
assessment
AND

using
AND
Adjusts instruction

formative
assessment

accordingly, but

Differentiates through AND
planned and responsiveDifferentiates
adjustments (whole

understanding

through

adjustments may cause OR
additional confusion Does not make
any

class/group and adjustments to adjustments individual learners)
instruction (whole based on
class/group)

learners’
responses

136/157

H. Digital Tools

3

and Resources
Discusses AND uses a Discusses AND Discusses One of the variety of uses
developmentally following:
developmentally

developmentally

use appropriate

appropriate

technologies (digital technologies

appropriate

A. Does not

technologies (digital

technologies

tools and resources)

(digital tools

tools and resources) (digital tools and

relevant to learning

and

resources)
that
1.

Are relevant to

learning objectives/

resources) that objectives/ targets of theto engage
1. Are relevant to

lesson learners

learning

AND
Technology is

targets of the lesson objectives/targets AND
2.

Engage learners in of the lesson 2. Technology is not
the

available in

the demonstration of Engage learners in available
setting
knowledge or skills the demonstration
3.

Extend learners’ of knowledge or

understanding of
concepts

skills

OR
B. Use of
technologies is
not
relevant to
the learning
objectives/
targets of
the
lesson

137/157

138/157

ASSESSMENT
*
Exceeds

Does Not Meet

139/157

ANALYSIS OF TEACHING
*
Exceeds
Meets

Does Not Meet
140/157

Discusses,
provides
evidence
and

of,

justifies

connections to

Discusses and
provides
evidence of
connections to
educational
research and/or
theory

Mentions
connections to
educational
research
and/or theory

educational
research

No
connections
OR
inaccurate
connections
to
educational
research
and/or
theory

and/or theory
AND
Uses research
and/or theory
to explain
their P-12
learners’
progress

Expectations

Emerging

Rubric Score

3

Rubric Mean

3

Expectations

Score/Comment

DISPOSITIONS

PROFESSIONAL COMMITMENT AND BEHAVIORS
Does Not Meet

141/157

142/157

O.

3

Demonstrates
Effective

Provides evidence of

provide Communication

Provides

Provides evidence of

communication with

evidence of with Parents or

communication with

Does not
evidence of

parents or legal parents or legal communication

communication with
Legal
Guardians

guardians in

guardians in

with parents or parents or legal

accordance with districtaccordance with districtlegal guardians guardians
policies (e.g., letter of policies (e.g., letter of in accordance
introduction, attends introduction, attends

with district

parent-teacher parent-teacher policies (e.g., conferences,
conferences, letter of
communication via

communication via

introduction, email or online)

email or online)

attends parentteacher
AND

AND

conferences,

Provides information Provides information
communication about P-12 learning to about P-12
learning to

via email or parents or legal

parents or

legal online)
guardians to promoteguardians to
promote understanding and
understanding and academic
progress

academic progress

AND
Interacts with
parents or legal
guardians in ways
that improve
understanding and
encourage
progress (e.g.
exchange of email,
faceto-face
discussion, etc.)
143/157

P.

3

Demonstrates
Punctuality
on time

Reports on time or earlyReports on time for dailyInconsistentlyDoes not report
reports on timefor student
teaching
for daily student

for daily student

student teaching

teaching
AND
AND

teaching

AND/OR

Additional teacher

Additional teacher

Additional teacher

engagements (e.g., IEPs,AND/OR

engagements (e.g., IEPs,

engagements (e.g., IEPs, teacher committees) Additional teacher committees)
teacher committees) teacher
engagements
(e.g., IEPs,
teacher
committees)
Q. Meets

3

Deadlines and
Obligations

Meets deadlines and Meets deadlines and Most of the timeFrequently misses
obligations established

obligations established meets deadlines

deadlines or by the cooperating by the cooperating

and obligations

obligations established teacher and/or teacher and/or established by
by the cooperating
supervisor

supervisor

the cooperating teacher and/or
teacher and/or supervisor

144/157

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Exceeds
145/157

Meets

Expectations
Score/Comment

Does Not Meet

Emerging

Expectations

1/157

2/157

Rubric Mean

3

CRITICAL THINKING AND REFLECTIVE
PRACTICE
Exceeds

Meets

Expectations

Expectations

Does Not Meet
Emerging

Expectations

U. Responds

Score/Comment
3

Positively to
Is receptive to

Is receptive to

Is not receptive

Feedback and
to

Is receptive to

Constructive

feedback,

feedback,

feedback,

feedback,

Criticism

constructive

constructive

constructive

constructive

criticism,

criticism,

criticism, and

criticism, and

supervision, and

supervision, and

supervision

AND/OR

AND/OR

responds

responds
professionally

supervision

professionally

Incorporates

Does not

incorporate
AND
Incorporates

AND

feedback

feedback

Incorporates

inconsistently feedback (e.g.,
feedback (e.g., from cooperating
from cooperating teacher, university
teacher, university supervisor) to
supervisor) to
improve practice improve practice
AND
Proactively
seeks

3/157

opportunities
for feedback
from other
professionals

Rubric Score

3

Rubric Mean

3

GOALS FOR IMPROVEMENT: PEDAGOGY AND
DISPOSITIONS
Following the Three-way Midterm Evaluation between the Student Teacher, University
Supervisor, and Cooperating Teacher, the Student Teacher will identify three specific and
measurable goals for improvement for the duration of the student teaching experience. The
University Supervisor and Cooperating Teacher will then a rm and/or suggest goals for the
Student Teacher.

4/157

GOAL 1
Connection to 3-way form
I. Safe and Respectful Learning Environment

Goal Description
- will develop and implement strategies that will engage the older grades in the music program.

Candidate will

Supervisor will
Cooperating Teacher will

GOAL 2
Connection to 3-way form
D. Differentiated Methods

Goal Description
- will implement strategies to differentiate instruction, especially for early finishers, gifted/ creative
learners, and/or reluctant music learners.

Candidate will

Supervisor will

Cooperating Teacher will

COMMENTS
Comments

Attachments

5/157

No le attached

EXPECTATIONS
Did candidate meet expectations?*
Met Expectations

TOTAL
Total Score:
62.0

Total Mean:
2.952

GRADE
Total Score:
62.0

Grade:

6/157

